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Abstract
The notion of left (resp. right) regular object of a tensor C∗–category
equipped with a faithful tensor functor into the category of Hilbert spaces
is introduced. If such a category has a left (resp. right) regular object,
it can be interpreted as a category of corepresentations (resp. representa-
tions) of some multiplicative unitary. A regular object is an object of the
category which is at the same time left and right regular in a coherent way.
A category with a regular object is endowed with an associated standard
braided symmetry.
Conjugation is discussed in the context of multiplicative unitaries and
their associated Hopf C∗–algebras. It is shown that the conjugate of a left
regular object is a right regular object in the same category. Furthermore
the representation category of a locally compact quantum group has a
conjugation. The associated multiplicative unitary is a regular object in
that category.
Research supported by MURST and CNR–GNAFA.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we look at the theory of multiplicative unitaries from the stand-
point of their categories of representations and corepresentations. As is well
known, multiplicative unitaries just express the fundamental property of the
regular representation. Our approach therefore starts with a tensor category
which may be thought of as the tensor category of (unitary) representations of
some quantum group. It is regarded as a concrete category in the sense that
it is equipped with a faithful tensor functor into the tensor category of Hilbert
spaces. Once this tensor category has a “regular object” we will see that it allows
an interpretation as a category of representations of a multiplicative unitary and
at the same time as a category of corepresentations of another multiplicative
unitary. It is instructive to compare this result with the Tannaka–Krein duality
theorem or perhaps better with Woronowicz’s duality theorem [16]. In fact, our
result starts with an embedded tensor category and constructs a multiplicative
unitary and hence, if the multiplicative unitary is regular, two Hopf C∗–algebras
[1]. However, by requiring the existence of a regular object, we are imposing a
restriction that may not be easy to verify in practice and presupposes what a
good duality theorem should prove. In fact, our result is close in spirit to Tatsu-
uma’s duality theorem for locally compact groups [14] where the group elements
are identified in the regular representation using the multiplicative unitary.
Another aspect of the representation theory of multiplicative unitaries that
has not received the attention it deserves is the conjugation structure. We
work here with multiplicative unitaries arising as the left regular representa-
tions of locally compact quantum groups. These are left regular objects in the
category of corepresentations and we show that there is a canonical choice of
conjugate which is a right regular object. In fact, the multiplicative unitary
of a locally compact quantum group is a regular object in its representation
category. Furthermore, we define the conjugate of any corepresentation up to
unitary equivalence and the corresponding antilinear involution on intertwiners.
This forms the subject matter of Section 5.
In this paper we prefer to work with strictly associative tensor products and
a simple way of achieving this is to use as the underlying Hilbert spaces the
Hilbert spaces in some fixed von Neumann algebra since these are objects in a
strict tensor W ∗–category. We will be concerned here with the representation
categories of multiplicative unitaries and recall the basic definitions from [1]. If
K is such a Hilbert space then a unitary V on the tensor square K2 is said to
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be multiplicative if
V12V13V23 = V23V12,
where we use the usual convention regarding indices and tensor products. A
representation of V on a Hilbert space H is a unitary W ∈ (HK,HK) such
that
W12W13V23 = V23W12, on HK
2.
If W and W ′ are representations of V on H and H ′ respectively, we say that
T ∈ (H,H ′) intertwines W and W ′ and write T ∈ (W,W ′) if T × 1KW =
W ′T × 1K . We define the tensor product of W and W
′ to be the representation
W ×W ′ on HH ′ given by W ×W ′ := W13W
′
23. The usual tensor product of
intertwiners is again an intertwiner and in this way we get a strict tensor W ∗–
category R(V ) of representations of V . In fact this assertion does not depend
on V being multiplicative. When it is then V itself is a representation of V
called the regular representation.
A corepresentation of V on H is a unitary W ∈ (KH,KH) such that
V12W13W23 =W23V12 on K
2H.
If W and W ′ are corepresentations on H and H ′ respectively, we say that
T ∈ (H,H ′) intertwines W and W ′ and write T ∈ (W,W ′) if 1K × TW =
W ′1K × T . The tensor product W × W
′ of corepresentations is defined by
W × W ′ := W12W
′
13. Just as in the case of representations we get a strict
tensor W ∗–category now denoted by C(V ). If ϑ = ϑK,K denotes the flip on
K2 then ϑV ∗ϑ is again a multiplicative unitary and the mapping W 7→ W˜ :=
ϑH,KW
∗ϑK,H defines a 1–1 correspondence between representations of V and
corepresentations of ϑV ∗ϑ. However, it does not define an isomorphism of tensor
W ∗–categories sinceW×W ′ 7→ W˜ ′13W˜12 and so leads to an alternative definition
of the tensor product of corepresentations. In fact the two expressions for the
tensor product will be equal if and only if ϑW,W ′ ∈ (W ×W
′,W ′×W ), cf. Prop.
2.5 in [15].
2 Regular Objects and Multiplicative Unitaries
The main aim of this section will be to provide characterizations of categories
of representations and corepresentations of multiplicative unitaries and in par-
ticular to study tensor categories which are simultaneously a tensor category
of representations of a multiplicative unitary and of corepresentations of some
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(other) multiplicative unitary. The main idea is to replace the notion of mul-
tiplicative unitary by that of regular object. Thus multiplicative unitaries are
seen as intertwining operators, taking us back to the origins of the theory. They
are therefore seen not as determining a category of representations or corep-
resentations but as being a structural element in some tensor category. This
helps us to understand the degree to which they are not unique and to see the
tensor categories that are simultaneously a category of representations and a
category of corepresentations as being tensor categories with a left and right
regular object.
Here is our motivating example. LetH denote the strict tensorW ∗–category
of Hilbert spaces in a von Neumann algebra M and ϑ its unique permutation
symmetry. Let K be an object of H and V a multiplicative unitary on K2.
We let R(V ) and C(V ) be the tensor W ∗–categories of representations and
corepresentations of V on Hilbert spaces of H. These are to be considered as
equipped with the forgetful functor ι into H itself, regarded as the subcategory
of trivial representations or corepresentations. Thus ι is an idempotent tensor
∗–functor.
We now ask the following question: when can a strict tensor W ∗–category T
equipped with a faithful idempotent tensor ∗–functor ιT := ι onto a tensor W
∗–
subcategory of Hilbert spaces be interpreted as a category of representations or
corepresentations of a multiplicative unitary? Note that ϑH,H′ is an intertwining
operator in R(V ) for a tensor product of representationsW on H andW ′ on H ′
whenever eitherW orW ′ is a trivial representation. Any full tensor subcategory
T of R(V ) containing the regular representation V has the striking property that
for any object W , W × V is a, possibly infinite, direct sum of copies of V but
more is true: we set ηW := W ∈ (W × V, ι(W ) × V ) then η ∈ (R,Rι), where
R denotes the functor of tensoring on the right by V , is a natural unitary
transformation such that
ηW×W ′ = (ηW )13 ◦ 1W × ηW ′ , (2.1)
for each pair W,W ′ of objects of T.
To formalize the essential aspects of the above situation we consider a strict
tensor W ∗–category T equipped with a faithful idempotent tensor ∗–functor
ιT := ι. The tensor subcategory ι(T) is equipped with a (permutation) symme-
try ϑ. We further suppose that given objects W and W ′ of T there are arrows
ϑW,ι(W ′) ∈ (W × ι(W
′), ι(W ′) ×W ) and ϑι(W ),W ′ ∈ (ι(W ) ×W
′,W ′ × ι(W )),
necessarily unique, whose image under ι is ϑι(W ),ι(W ′). We call a right regular
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object of T a pair (V, η) consisting of an object V of T and a unitary natural
transformation η ∈ (R,Rι), where R denotes the functor of tensoring on the
right by V , satisfying (2.1) above for each pair W,W ′ of objects of T. Here
(ηW )13 is to be understood as 1ι(W ) × ϑV,ι(W ′) ◦ ηW × 1ι(W ′) ◦ 1W × ϑι(W ′),V .
(2.1) implies that η evaluated on the tensor unit C is 1C.
The following result now provides an answer to the above question.
2.1 Theorem Any tensor W ∗–category equipped with a faithful idempotent
tensor ∗–functor into a tensor subcategory of Hilbert spaces and with a right
regular object is isomorphic to a tensor ∗–subcategory of R(V ) for some multi-
plicative unitary V .
Proof. Let η denote a natural transformation in (R,Rι) making an object
V into a right regular object then ι(ηW ) is a unitary for each object W . If
T ∈ (W,W ′) then the naturality of η shows that ι(T ) intertwines ι(ηW ) and
ι(ηW ′ ), once we know that these are representations of ι(ηV ). In particular,
taking ηW as T , naturality gives
ι(ηW )× 1V ◦ ηW×V = ηι(W )×V ◦ ηW × 1V . (2.2)
Equation (2.1) tells us that the tensor product in the category corresponds to
the tensor product of representations. Bearing this in mind, (2.2) tells us that
ι(ηW ) is a representation of ι(ηV ) and the particular case W = V tells us that
ι(ηV ) is indeed a multiplicative unitary.
The notion of multiplicative unitary and Theorem 2.1 can be easily gener-
alized replacing a multiplicative unitary on a Hilbert space by a multiplicative
invertible in a monoidal category. We refrain from spelling this out to keep a
uniform setting for this paper.
Notice that the isomorphism in question is even canonical, given η, and
commutes with ι. But there are several other comments to be made about
this result. First, (2.2) has the structure of an associative law: it equates two
ways of passing from RR to RιRι. Secondly, there is an analogous result for
corepresentations. We define a notion of left regular object by dualizing in T
with respect to the composition law ×. Our category T is isomorphic to a tensor
subcategory of the category of corepresentations of a multiplicative unitary if
it admits a left regular object. If ξ denotes a natural transformation rendering
V a left regular object (ξ, V ), then the unitary associated with an object W is
ι(ξ−1W ). The appearance of an inverse here is just an artefact of conventions.
One might have thought of basing a definition of right regular object on a
different familiar property of the regular representation, namely that W × V
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is a, possibly infinite, direct sum of copies of V for each object W of T. This
property is too weak in that it does not imply the coherence properties of the
previous definition and furthermore puts an unwanted emphasis on the notion
of infinite direct sum. In fact, our definition implies the second property once
we specify, as we now do, that ι(T) is just a category of Hilbert spaces, i.e. a
(strict) tensor W ∗–category with unit reducing to the complex numbers where
every object is a (possibly infinite) direct sum of the unit. Since ι(W ) is a direct
sum of copies of the unit C, W × V ≃ ι(W ) × V is a direct sum of copies of
V . Note that if Vr is right regular and Vℓ is left regular then Vℓ × Vr is a direct
sum of copies of both Vℓ and Vr. It follows that, if we have both a left and
a right regular object, then these objects are unique up to quasiequivalence in
the W ∗–category in question. In a σ–finite W ∗–category a left or right regular
object with infinite multiplicity will then be unique up to unitary equivalence.
The following variant on the definition of a right regular object is worth
noting. Consider a tensorW ∗–category T and unit C, but where the endofunctor
ι is not a priori defined. Suppose for each object W , there is an unitary arrow
ηW ∈ (W × V, ι(W ) × V ) such that ι(W ) is a (possibly infinite) direct sum of
the tensor unit. Suppose (2.1) holds and
ηW ′ ◦ T × 1V ◦ η
−1
W ∈ (ι(W
′), ι(W )) × 1V , T ∈ (W,W
′).
Then setting ι(T ) := ηW ′ ◦ T × 1V ◦ η
−1
W , we get a tensor
∗–endofunctor from T
into a tensor subcategory of Hilbert spaces. If ηι(W ) = 1ι(W )×V for each object
W of T, ι is even idempotent. This illustrates the role of (2.1) in guaranteeing
that a tensor W ∗-category can be embedded into a tensor category of Hilbert
spaces.
We now make some further remarks on the notion of regular object, sup-
posing for the moment that our category T has sufficient irreducibles in the
sense that every object is a (possibly infinite) direct sum of irreducibles and T
is closed under finite direct sums. Suppose further that the full subcategory Tf
whose objects are finite direct sums of irreducibles is a tensor subcategory and
that ιW is finite dimensional for each irreducible W . A dimension function d
on Tf assigns to each object W of Tf a d(W ) ∈ R+ such that
d(W ⊕W ′) = d(W ) + d(W ′),
d(W ×W ′) = d(W )d(W ′).
Note that if F : Tf → T
′
f is a tensor
∗–functor and d′ is a dimension function
on T′f , then F ◦d
′ is a dimension function on Tf . Thus, our category Tf has an
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integer–valued dimension function induced by the tensor ∗–functor ι from the
Hilbert space dimensions. If Tf has conjugates, then there is another dimension
function, not necessarily integer–valued, given intrinsically by its structure as a
tensor C∗–category [10]. Let I be an index set labelling the equivalence classes
of irreducibles and Wi an irreducible of class i ∈ I. Then a simple computation
shows that if d is a dimension function and di := d(Wi) then
djdk =
∑
i
mjkidi, i, j, k ∈ I,
where mjki denotes the dimension of (Wi,Wj ×Wk). Thus the dimension func-
tion, which is determined by the di, i ∈ I, gives an eigenvector with positive
entries of the matrix mj corresponding to the eigenvalue dj and simultaneously
an eigenvector of mk with eigenvalue dk. Conversely, any such simultaneous
eigenvalue does arise in this way. Suppose that V is a left regular object of T
such that (W,V ) is finite dimensional for each irreducibleW and hence for each
object W of Tf . Let vi be the dimension of (Wi, V ) and let d(W ) be defined so
that V ×W is a direct sum of d(W ) copies of V . Then d is an integer-valued
dimension function and
djvi =
∑
k
mkjivk.
The case of a right regular object can be treated similarly. If Tf has conjugates
then we have a corresponding involution i 7→ i on I and
mijk = m
i
kj = m
k
ji
.
If d is a dimension function, there is a conjugate dimension function d such
that d(W ) = d(W ) for each object W of Tf . The interesting dimension func-
tions, such as the intrinsic dimension function of a tensor C∗–category with
conjugates[10], are self-conjugate.
Now, there is another natural transformation implicitly involved in (2.1),
namely, θ ∈ (Rι, Lι), defined by
θW := ϑι(W ),V .
This brings us to the concept of braided symmetry, developed in the Appendix
of [3]. Let ε be a braided symmetry relative to a left regular object V of T.
Thus ε is a unitary natural transformation from the functor R of tensoring on
the right by V to the functor L of tensoring on the left by V such that
εW×W ′ = εW × 1W ′ ◦ 1W × εW ′ .
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Note that ει(W ) = ϑι(W ),V = θW . Since V ×W is just a multiple of V and the
functor L is faithful, εW is uniquely determined by εV using
εV×W = εV × 1W ◦ 1V × εW .
The index notation for tensor products will now be taken to refer to the braided
symmetry. This is consistent with its use in (2.1). Using the braided symmetry,
we get a unitary natural transformation η from R to Rι defined by
ηW = ε
−1
ι(W )ξW εW ,
where ξ is the unitary natural transformation from L to Lι making V into a
left regular object. We ask whether η makes V into a right regular object. This
question is addressed in the following results.
2.2 Proposition Let (ξ, V ) be a left regular object of T. The braided symme-
tries ε for T relative to V are in 1 − 1 correspondence with invertible natural
transformations η from R to Rι such that
ηW×W ′ = (ξW ′ )32(ηW )13(ξ
−1
W ′ )32(ηW ′ )23 . (2.3)
ε and η are related by
εW = ξ
−1
W θW ηW . (2.4)
Proof. Given ε, equation (2.4) defines a natural unitary transformation η and
(2.3) follows by direct computation. Conversely, given η, equation (2.4) defines
a natural unitary transformation ε which is a braided symmetry by virtue of
(2.3).
If we take the images under ι of the terms in (2.3) then the computation
leading to (2.3) can be modified to show that the analogous identity holds with
the tensor product notation now referring to the permutation of Hilbert spaces.
Note, too, that (2.3) can be used to compute η in terms of ηV .
2.3 Theorem Given functors L and R of tensoring on the left and right, respec-
tively, by an object V of T and invertible natural transformations ξ ∈ (L,Lι),
η ∈ (R,Rι) and ε ∈ (R,L) such that ξε = θη, consider the following four
conditions:
a) (ξ, V ) is a left regular object,
b) (V, η) is a right regular object,
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c) ε is a braided symmetry relative to V ,
d) ηW × 1ι(W ′) ◦ 1W × ξW ′ = 1ι(W ) × ξW ′ ◦ ηW × 1W ′ , for each pair W,W
′ of
objects of T.
Then any three of these conditions imply the fourth.
Proof. We see from Proposition 2.2 that given a) and c), b) is equivalent to
requiring that each pair (ηW )13 and (ξW ′ )32 commute. Interchanging 2 and
3 using the braided symmetry, we see that, given a) and c), b) and d) are
equivalent. Similarly, given b) and c), a) and d) are equivalent. It remains to
show that a), b) and d) imply c). However, given a), b) and d), (2.3) follows
from (2.1), since d) implies that (ηW )13 and (ξW ′)32 commute. Thus ε is a
braided symmetry, completing the proof.
An alternative way of proving the above theorem is by arguing in terms of a
diagram with ten vertices, where the conditions a), b), c) and d) are expressed
as the commutativity of subdiagrams. The reader is urged to draw the diagram
for himself. Begin with an outer square whose sides are used as an hypotenuese
for the conditions on η, ξ, ε and θ respectively with d) as a rhombus in the
middle of the square.
We may also strengthen one of the implications in the above theorem.
2.4 Lemma Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3, the conditions a), b) and
d′) ηV × 1ι(V ) ◦ 1V × ξV = 1ι(V ) × ξV ◦ ηV × 1V
imply that ε is a braided symmetry.
The necessary computations can be found in the proof of Theorem A.2 in
[3]. This proof can be rewritten entirely in terms of compositions in the tensor
category T and this is recommended to the reader as an exercise. The compu-
tations also show that a), c) and d) with V in place of W ′ imply b) and that
b), c) and d) with V in place of W imply a).
We will refer to a braided symmetry fulfilling the conditions of Theorem 2.3
as being a standard braided symmetry. In the presence of a standard braided
symmetry we have an object which is at the same time a left and right regular
object in a coherent way in that it fulfills d) of Theorem 2.3. We call such
an object a regular object. Under these circumstances we have the following
corollary of Theorem 2.1.
2.5 Corollary A tensor W ∗–category equipped with a faithful idempotent ten-
sor ∗–functor into a tensor subcategory of Hilbert spaces and with a regular
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object (ξ, V, η) is isomorphic to a tensor subcategory of both R(ι(ηV )) and
C(ι(ξV )
−1). There is an associated standard braided symmetry given by (2.4).
In particular, if a multiplicative unitary V considered as a corepresentation
and hence a left regular object in C(V ) is even a right regular object, there is a
multiplicative unitary Vˆ on the same Hilbert space such that C(V ) is canonically
isomorphic as a tensor W ∗–category to a tensor ∗–subcategory of R(Vˆ ). We do
not know when the image coincides with R(Vˆ ).
Given a left regular object V of T, we would like to analyse in how many
different ways we may choose η and ε so as to fulfill the conditions of Theorem
2.3. Of course ε determines η uniquely so our question amounts to parametrizing
the standard braided symmetries relative to V . It is convenient to rephrase
this problem in terms of the associated natural transformations (Prop. 2.2).
In the remark following Proposition 2.2, we have noted that any such natural
transformation is uniquely determined by its value in V . Therefore we first
consider the situation where T is C(V )V , the full tensor subcategory of C(V )
generated by V .
2.6 Lemma Let ξ be the natural unitary transformation from L to Lι making
V into a left regular object of C(V )V , and let ηV be a unitary operator on the
Hilbert space K2 of V . Then there is a natural unitary transformation η from
R to Rι taking the value ηV at V and defining a standard braided symmetry ε
on C(V )V if and only if ηV satisfies
a) ηV × 1ι(V ) ◦ 1V × ξV = 1ι(V ) × ξV ◦ ηV × 1V ,
b) ηV ◦ T × 1V = ι(T )× 1V ◦ ηV , T ∈ (V, V ),
c) ηV ∈ (V
×2, ι(V )× V ),
d) ι(ξV )× 1V ◦ (ηV )13 ◦ 1V × ηV = (ηV )13 ◦ ξV × 1V .
Proof. If η is the natural unitary transformation associated with the standard
braided symmetry ε then, by Proposition 2.2, η ∈ (R,Rι), thus, evaluating in
V , we get c); a) is a special case of d) in Theorem 2.3. Since η is natural,
given any pair W , W ′ ∈ C(V )V and any T ∈ (W,W
′), ι(T ) × 1V ◦ ηW =
ηW ′ ◦ T × 1V , thus choosing W = W
′ = V we obtain b). On the other hand
V ∈ (V × ι(V ), V ×2), therefore, as η makes V into a right regular object,
d) follows from the naturality of η. Conversely, by virtue of a) and Lemma
2.4, it suffices to show that ηV ×r := (ηV )1r+1 . . . (ηV )rr+1 is a natural unitary
transformation from R to Rι making V into a right regular object. It is easy to
see that c) yields ηV ×r ∈ (V
×r×V, ι(V ×r)×V ), and we must show the naturality
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of η, i.e. that for any T ∈ (V ×r, V ×s), ηV ×s ◦T×1V = ι(T )×1V ◦ηV ×r . We note
that if this relation holds for r+1 and s+1 then it holds for r and s as well, since
(V ×r, V ×s) embeds in (V ×r+1, V ×s+1) via R. Therefore, it suffices to assume
r, s sufficiently large. Now by b) the relation holds for r = s = 1. We regard the
Hilbert spaceK of the corepresentation V as a space of bounded linear operators
from K to K2 by letting the elements of K act by tensoring on the left. By the
multiplicativity of V , V ϑK,KK is a Hilbert space K˜ of intertwiners of C(V )V
contained in (V, V ×2) and property d) shows that the desired relation holds for
elements of K˜. For s ≥ 2, on the other hand, (V ×r, V ×s) is generated as a
weakly closed subspace of (Kr,Ks) by elements of the form ψ× 1V s−2 ◦T , with
T ∈ (V ×r, V ×s−1) and ψ ∈ K˜. The relations therefore hold for a generating
set of intertwiners in C(V )V , and hence for all the intertwiners, completing the
proof.
It emerges from the proof that property d) has the role of ensuring the
naturality of η for elements of the Hilbert space K˜ ⊂ (V, V ×2). K˜ could be
replaced by any other Hilbert space with support I in (V, V ×2). Choosing
Kˆ := η−1V K amounts to replacing d) by
d′) ηV is a multiplicative unitary on K
2.
Furthermore, we note that b) characterizes the elements of (V, V ) ⊂ (K,K).
Indeed, if T ∈ (K,K) satisfies ηV ◦ T × 1V = T × 1V ◦ ηV then by c) T × 1V =
ηV
∗ ◦ T × 1V ◦ ηV ∈ (V
×2, V ×2), so T ∈ (V, V ).
To parametrize the standard braided symmetries, we shall need two further
notions: let W be an object of C(V ) acting on H and set
GW := {U ∈ U(H) : TU
×r = U×sT , T ∈ (W×r,W×s)} .
2.7 Proposition If V is the regular corepresentation then GV = {U ∈ (V, V )
′ :
δ(U) := V U × 1V V
−1 = U × U} .
Proof. U ∈ GV implies δ(U) = U×U since V ∈ (V ×ιV , V ×V ) and U ∈ (V, V )
′.
For the converse, note that the above two conditions suffice to conclude that
U ∈ GV by the fundamental property of the regular corepresentation.
We regard the dual multiplicative unitary V d := ϑK,KV
−1ϑK,K as a left
regular object of C(V d). We call V weakly irreducible if (V, V )∩ (V d, V d) = CI.
If V is irreducible in the sense of [1] then it is weakly irreducible.
2.8 Theorem Let V be a weakly irreducible multiplicative unitary, and let
η, η˜ ∈ (R,Rι) be natural unitary transformations defining standard braided
symmetries on C(V )V . Then there is a unique unitary U ∈ GV such that
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η˜V = U × 1V ◦ ηV . Conversely, given any unitary U ∈ GV and any natural
transformation η as above there is a unique η˜ such that η˜V = U × 1V ◦ ηV .
Proof. Let η and η˜ define standard braided symmetries on C(V )V . By virtue
of the commutation relation a) of Lemma 2.6, for any ω ∈ (K,K)∗, ω⊗ ι(ηV ) ◦
V = V ◦ ω ⊗ ι(ηV ), therefore ω ⊗ ι(ηV ) ∈ (V
d, V d). On the other hand, by
c) of the same lemma, η˜V ηV
−1 ∈ (ι(V ) × V, ι(V ) × V ) = (ιV , ιV ) ⊗ (V, V ),
so η˜V ηV
−1 ∈ (K,K) ⊗ (V, V ) ∩ (V d, V d) = (K,K) ⊗ CI since V is weakly
irreducible. Now, by b), ι ⊗ ω(ηV ) ∈ (V, V )
′, so both ηV , η˜V , and therefore
η˜V ηV
−1 belong to (V, V )′ ⊗ (K,K). We conclude that there is a U ∈ (V, V )′
with η˜V = U × 1V ηV . Finally, comparing d) for ηV and η˜V , we conclude that
U satifies V ◦ U × 1V = U × U ◦ V , i.e. U ∈ GV .
Conversely, a straightforward computation shows that any unitary of the
form η˜V := U × 1V ηV , with U ∈ GV , satisfies the properties stated in the
previous lemma.
2.9 Lemma Let V be a multiplicative unitary and ηV a unitary operator on
K2 satisfying properties a) and c) of Lemma 2.6. If V is regular in the sense of
[1] then the algebra generated by (V, V ) and (V d, V d) acts irreducibly on K.
Proof. For any pair ψ and ϕ of elements of K we may write
ψ∗ × 1V V ϑϕ× 1V =
∑
i
ψ∗ × 1V ηV
∗ϕi × 1V ϕi
∗ × 1V ηV V ϑϕ× 1V ,
where ϕi is an orthonormal basis of K . Now
K∗ × 1V ηV
∗K × 1V ⊆ (V
d, V d)
as ηV 12 and V23 commute. On the other hand K
∗ × 1V ηV V ϑK × 1V ⊆ (V, V ),
therefore K∗ × 1V V ϑK × 1V is a subspace of the weak closure of the algebra
generated by (V, V ) and (V d, V d). On the other hand this subspace generates
the compact operators since V is regular, completing the proof.
2.10 Theorem If V is a multiplicative unitary and the algebra generated by
(V, V ) and (V d, V d) acts irreducibly on K then any braided symmetry ε on
C(V )V extends uniquely to a braided symmetry on C(V ) , standard if ε is
standard.
Proof. We have already noted that any braided symmetry on C(V ) is deter-
mined uniquely by ηV . The explict relation is
1V × ηW = (ξW )32(ηV
−1)13(ξW
−1)32(ξW
−1)12(ηV )13(ξW )12.
We show that the right hand side does define a natural unitary transformation
from R to Rι in C(V ) satisfying (2.3). For brevity, we write W−1 for ξW .
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Let H be the Hilbert space of the corepresentation W . The key idea is to
show that the unitary operator XW on KHK defined by the right hand side
acts trivially on the first factor, by showing that its first component lies in
the commutant of the algebra generated by (V, V ) and (V d, V d), this being the
complex numbers, by assumption. We first show that the first component ofXW
is in the commutant of (V d, V d). Since the first component of W is in (V d, V d),
andW32
−1 acts trivially on the first factor, it is enough to prove the claim for the
first component of (ηV
−1)13W32W12(ηV )13 . However, by the corepresentation
relation W32W12 = V31
−1W12V31 , we are thus reduced to showing that the
first component of (ηV
−1)13V31
−1W12V31(ηV )13 is contained in the commutant
of (V d, V d). Now, this holds in the special case W = V since this operator
coincides with V32(ηV )23V12 . In the general case, since the first component of
W is contained in (V d, V d)′ we deduce that we can approximate W weakly by
finite sums of operators of the form 1K × A
∗V 1K × B , with A,B ∈ (H,K) .
Hence it suffices if the first component of
(ηV
−1)13V31
−11K ×A
∗ × 1KV121K ×B × 1KV31(ηV )13 =
1K ×A
∗ × 1K(ηV
−1)13V31
−1V12V31(ηV )131K ×B × 1K ,
is in (V d, V d)′ and this is now clear.
On the other hand by b) of Lemma 2.6, ηV ∈ (V, V )
′ ⊗ (K,K) . To prove
the claim it remains to show that the first component of W12(ηV )13W12
−1 is in
(V, V )′. Now
1KH ×K
∗W12(ηV )13W12
−11KH ×K =W1KH ×K
∗(ηV )131KH ×KW
−1
⊂W (V, V )′ ⊗ CW−1 ⊂ (V, V )′ ⊗ (W,W )′
by the corepresentation relation, as claimed. Let ηW be the unitary on HK
defined by (ηW )23 = XW . A straightforward computation shows that XW ∈
(V ×W × V, V × ι(W ) × V ) , thus ηW ∈ (W × V, ι(W ) × V ) , and that W ∈
C(V ) 7→ ηW is a natural transformation from R to Rι. We now check that (2.3)
holds.
(ηW×W ′ )234 = XW×W ′ =
W ′43
−1
W42
−1(η−1V )14W42W
′
43W12W
′
13(ηV )14W
′
13
−1
W12
−1 =
W ′43
−1
W42
−1(ηV
−1)14W42W12(ηV )14W
′
43(ηW ′)34W12
−1 =
W ′43
−1
(ηW )24W
′
43(ηW ′)34 .
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Finally, we prove the last statement. Let us assume that ε is standard on
C(V )V , so a) of Lemma 2.6 holds. Hence ε is standard on C(V ) by Lemma 2.4,
completing the proof.
We now describe one way of getting standard braided symmetries on C(V ).
2.11 Proposition Let V be a multiplicative unitary and U ∈ U(K) such that
Vˆ = I × UϑV ϑI × U∗
is multiplicative, with ϑ = ϑK,K . If [Vˆ12, V23] = 0 and W ∈ C(V ), then there is
a standard braided symmetry ε on C(V ) defined by:
εW :=WU × IWU
∗ × IϑH,K .
The corresponding natural transformation η making V into a right regular object
is given by
ηW := I × UϑK,HWϑH,KI × U
∗.
Proof. It is obvious from the form of ε that we have a natural transformation.
Hence η will be a natural transformation, too and a simple computation shows
that it makes V into a right regular object. Since d′) of Lemma 2.4 holds, ε is
a standard braided symmetry.
If U ∈ U(K) has the properties listed in [1] to make V an irreducible multi-
plicative unitary then all the conditions of the above proposition are satisfied.
In particular, C(V ) has a canonical standard braided symmetry if V comes
from a Kac–von Neumann algebra as in [1] or is any regular discrete or com-
pact multiplicative unitary. If V is derived from a locally compact group G,
the corresponding braided symmetry is that derived from the usual permuta-
tion symmetry on the representation category of G interchanging the order of
factors in the tensor product of two representations.
3 Conjugation
Our aim is to discuss conjugation in the context of multiplicative unitaries and
their associated Hopf algebras. Although this aspect was not discussed in [1],
relevant related work can be found in a number of publications, and we refer,
in particular, to the work of Woronowicz in the context of compact quantum
groups [16].
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However, some of the relevant problems can be seen at the level of the
representation theory of C∗–algebras and von Neumann algebras and it is hence
wise to discuss them in this simplified setting. We therefore begin with C∗–
categories and W ∗-categories. If T is a C∗–category, then a conjugation on
T is an extension Ta of T with the same objects to include antilinear arrows
with the property that any object is the source of an antiunitary. To formalize
the structure involved, we define a semilinear C∗–category to be a C∗-category
where for each pair of objects ρ, σ in addition to the linear space (ρ, σ) of
“linear” arrows there is a second linear space (ρ, σ)a of “antilinear” arrows.
The composition of two arrows is antilinear if and only if precisely one of them
is antilinear. Identity arrows are, of course, linear and we have
µs ◦ λr = µλs ◦ r,
µs ◦ λr = µλs ◦ r,
according as s is linear or antilinear. The adjoint r 7→ r∗ is a contravariant
involution leaving objects fixed and being antilinear on linear arrows and linear
on antilinear arrows. The spaces (ρ, σ) and (ρ, σ)a are equipped with a norm
making them into Banach spaces and having the C∗–property:
‖r‖2 = ‖r∗ ◦ r‖.
If we forget the antilinear arrows, we get an ordinary C∗–category and the norm
is determined by its values on that subcategory.
An antiunitary arrow in a semilinear C∗–category is an arrow J in some
(ρ, σ)a such that J
∗ ◦ J = 1ρ and J ◦ J
∗ = 1σ. Two objects ρ and ρ are said
to be conjugates if there exists an antiunitary J ∈ (ρ, ρ)a. Conjugates, if they
exist, are defined up to unitary equivalence.
The above definition would seem to be the most natural from the categorical
point of view. However, if conjugates exist, we may wish to make a choice,
ρ 7→ Jρ, of antiunitary for each object ρ and then there is an associated antilinear
∗–functor on T defined by
T := Jσ ◦ T ◦ J
∗
ρ ∈ (ρ, σ), T ∈ (ρ, σ).
It can be extended to Ta by defining
R ◦ Jρ := R ◦ Jρ
on antilinear arrows. In addition there is an associated natural unitary trans-
formation dρ : (ρ, ρ) defined by
dρ := Jρ ◦ Jρ
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and satisfying dρ = dρ.
More interestingly, we can also go in the other direction. If we are given an
antilinear ∗–functor and a unitary natural transformations d, as above, we may
define a semilinear C∗–category as follows. For each object ρ, we introduce an
antiunitary arrow Jρ ∈ (ρ, ρ)a. A general antilinear arrow in (ρ, σ)a can now
be written uniquely in the form R ◦ Jρ, where R ∈ (ρ, σ). Composition with a
linear arrow P ∈ (pi, ρ) is defined by
R ◦ Jρ ◦ P := R ◦ P ◦ Jπ.
Composition with a linear arrow S ∈ (σ, τ) is defined by
S ◦R ◦ Jρ := (S ◦R) ◦ Jρ.
Finally, composition with an antilinear arrow S ◦Jσ, where S ∈ (σ, τ), is defined
by
S ◦ Jσ ◦R ◦ Jρ := S ◦R ◦ dρ.
Routine computations verify that we get a ∗–category and indeed a semilin-
ear C∗–category if we define the norms of antilinear arrows in the only way
compatible with Jρ being antiunitary, namely by setting
‖R ◦ Jρ‖ := ‖R‖.
It should be noted that in the above construction of Ta if Uρ ∈ (ρ, ρ˜) is a
unitary natural transformation between two antilinear ∗–functors then mapping
antilinear arrows by R◦J˜ρ 7→ R◦Uρ◦Jρ and leaving linear arrows invariant is an
isomorphism of the constructed semilinear tensor C∗–categories. Two different
choices, ρ 7→ Jρ and ρ 7→ J˜ρ, within T
a lead to a unitary natural equivalence
Uρ := J˜ρ ◦ J
∗
ρ between the associated antilinear
∗–functors.
We may want our conjugation to have additional properties. The following
definition would seem to describe the best possible situation. We call a strict
involutive conjugation an involutive antilinear covariant functor on T commuting
with the adjoint, taking an object ρ to ρ and an arrow T to T . If we now adjoin
to the category, as a special case of the above construction, an antiunitary Jρ
for each object ρ with the property that Jρ = J
∗
ρ and
JσT = TJρ, T ∈ (ρ, σ)
then we will have constructed a conjugation on T. This special case corresponds
to being able to take d as the identity natural transformation. Looked at from
the point of view of Ta, it means that Jρ can be chosen so that Jρ = J
∗
ρ .
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To give a simple example: let H be a category of Hilbert spaces then we get
a conjugation on H by adding to the arrows all bounded antilinear mappings
between the respective objects. Such a category will be denoted Ha and referred
to as a category of Hilbert spaces with conjugation. Pick an orthonormal basis
for each Hilbert space H in the category and let JH denote the antiunitary
involution on H leaving this basis fixed. Then define for T ∈ (H,K), T :=
JKTJH and we have a strict involutive conjugation on H yielding H
a as the
associated conjugation.
A second simple example is provided by a C∗–algebra A equipped with
a conjugation j, i.e. an antilinear involutive ∗–homomorphism. Consider the
representation theory of A on the objects of H. If pi is such a representation,
we write Jπ := JHpi and define
pi(A) := Jπpi(j(A))Jπ , A ∈ A,
T = JσTJρ, T ∈ (ρ, σ).
In this way, we get a strict involutive conjugation on the C∗–category of repre-
sentations of A on the objects of H. The forgetful functor into H preserves the
strict involutive conjugation in the obvious sense.
There is also a simple result going in the other direction. We recall [5] that
if H : T → H is a ∗–functor of a C∗–category into the category of Hilbert spaces
then the bounded natural transformations from H to H form a von Neumann
algebra denoted (H,H) and called the commutant of H . The evaluation maps
η 7→ ηρ are normal representations of (H,H). When T is a W
∗–category and
H is faithful and normal, then T can be interpreted as a category of normal
representations of (H,H).
3.1 Lemma Let Ta be a conjugation on T and Ha : Ta → Ha be a ∗–functor
into a category of Hilbert spaces with conjugation and H its restriction to H.
Given η ∈ (H,H), set
j(η)ρ := H
a(J∗ρ )ηρH
a(Jρ),
where Jρ is an antiunitary from ρ to ρ in T
a. Then j is a conjugation on (H,H).
Proof. Given T ∈ (ρ, σ), T := JσTJ
∗
ρ ∈ (ρ, σ) and a simple computation shows
that j(η) ∈ (H,H). Two different choices of Jρ differ by a unitary in T. But η
is a natural transformation, so j does not depend on the choice of Jρ and this
makes it obvious that j is an involution.
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We next show how, given a conjugation on a C∗–algebra, the GNS construc-
tion provides canonical antiunitary intertwiners between conjugate representa-
tions.
3.2 Lemma Let j be a conjugation on a C∗–algebra A and let φ denote a lower
semicontinuous densely defined weight on A and let φ := φ ◦ j. Let Nφ and
Nφ be the associated scalar product spaces mapped by ˆ into the associated
Hilbert spaces, L2(A, φ) and L2(A, φ), respectively. Then there is a canonical
antiunitary operator Jφ from L
2(A, φ) to L2(A, φ) defined by
JφNˆ = ĵ(N), N ∈ Nφ,
and we have
Jφpiφ(A) = piφ ◦ j(A)Jφ, A ∈ A.
If φ extends to a faithful normal weight on piφ(A)
′′ then
JφSφ = SφJφ,
where the operators S are the closed operators derived from the adjoint.
Proof. Jφ is uniquely defined as an antiunitary operator since
φ(N∗N) = φ(j(N)∗j(N)), N ∈ A.
Furthermore, the intertwining property holds since
j(AN) = j(A)j(N), A ∈ A, N ∈ Nφ.
The final relation follows from
j(N∗) = j(N)∗, N ∈ Nφ.
4 Conjugation and Tensor Products
After this general discussion of conjugation which already illustrates the basic
problems involved, we turn to conjugation on tensor C∗–categories, the struc-
tures arising in the representation theory of Hopf C∗–algebras, locally compact
quantum groups and multiplicative unitaries.
In a semilinear tensor C∗–category, the tensor product is defined separately
for linear and antilinear arrows. If R ∈ (ρ, σ) and R′ ∈ (ρ′, σ′) then R ×
R′ ∈ (ρρ′, σσ′) and the map R,R′ 7→ R × R′ is bilinear. If R ∈ (ρ, σ)a and
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R′ ∈ (ρ′, σ′)a, then R × R
′ ∈ (ρρ′, σ′σ)a and R,R
′ 7→ R × R′ is again bilinear.
If S ∈ (σ, τ) and S′ ∈ (σ′, τ ′), then
S′ × S ◦R×R′ = (S ◦R)× (S′ ◦R′).
If P ∈ (pi, ρ) and P ′ ∈ (pi′, ρ′) then
R× R′ ◦ P × P ′ = (R ◦ P )× (R′ ◦ P ′).
If S ∈ (σ, τ)a and S
′ ∈ (σ′, τ ′)a then again
S′ × S ◦R×R′ = (S ◦R)× (S′ ◦R′).
Finally, (R×R′)∗ = R
′∗ ×R∗ for R, R′ antilinear.
A simple example of a semilinear tensor C∗–category is got by considering
the linear and antilinear intertwining operators between a set of unitary rep-
resentations of a group G, closed under tensor products, where an antilinear
intertwining operator R ∈ (ρ, σ)a is a bounded antilinear operator from H(ρ)
to H(σ), the underlying Hilbert spaces, such that
Rρ(g) = σ(g)R, g ∈ G.
The only point to note is that the tensor product R×R′ is not the usual tensor
product R⊗R′ of antilinear operators, but is given by
R×R′ = ϑ(σ, σ′) ◦R⊗ R′ = R′ ⊗R ◦ ϑ(ρ, ρ′)
where ϑ is the symmetry on the underlying tensor C∗–category of Hilbert spaces.
The idea of conjugation in §3 nows adapts to a tensor C∗–category T. It is
an extension Ta of T to a semilinear tensor C∗-category where every object is
the source of an antiunitary. At this point we make contact with the notion of
conjugation introduced by Hayashi and Yamagami[6]. If we pick antiunitaries
Jρ for each object ρ and set
cρ,σ := Jρσ ◦ (Jρ × Jσ)
∗,
we get a natural unitary equivalence from σρ to ρσ. A computation shows that
cτ,σρ ◦ cσ,ρ × 1τ = cτσ,ρ ◦ 1ρ × cτ,σ,
cρ,σ ◦ cσ,ρ ◦ dρ × dσ = dρσ,
where d is the natural unitary equivalence of §3. Conversely, given an antilinear
functor T 7→ T and the natural equivalences c and d satisfying the above rela-
tions, then the semilinear C∗–category Ta constructed in §3 can be made into
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a tensor C∗–category by using the following definition of the tensor product of
antilinear arrows:
(R ◦ Jρ)× (R
′ ◦ Jρ′) := R
′ ×R ◦ c−1ρ,ρ′ ◦ Jρρ′ .
Rather than using semilinear structure, Hayashi and Yamagami define a con-
jugation as an antilinear ∗–functor equipped with the natural transformations
c and d.
They also introduce the notion of a strict conjugation on a tensor C∗–
category requiring c and d to be identities. In terms of antiunitary operators,
this obviously corresponds to requiring that there is a choice of J such that
Jρσ = Jρ × Jσ ∈ (ρσ, σρ)
for each pair of objects ρ and σ and we refer to this case as a strict involutive
conjugation of tensor C∗–categories.
We give an example of a strict tensor W ∗–category of Hilbert spaces with
conjugation. Let M be a von Neumann algebra equipped with a conjugation
j. Let the objects of the category be the Hilbert spaces in M. If H is such a
Hilbert space then its conjugate is j(H). If T ∈ (H,H ′) then its conjugate is
j(T ) ∈ (j(H), j(H ′)). As this conjugation is involutive, we may take the natural
unitary equivalence d to be the identity. The natural unitary equivalence c from
j(K)j(H) to j(HK) is defined by
cH,K := θ(j(K), j(H)).
Since j(cK,H) ◦ cj(K),j(H) = 1KH , we may construct a semilinear tensor W
∗–
category with conjugation, as explained above. This construction is realized
concretely by taking as antiunitary arrows JH , the mapping ψ 7→ j(ψ) for
ψ ∈ H , and defining
JH × JK := c
−1
H,K ◦ JHK .
For a second example, the category of matrices with complex entries is a C∗–
category in a natural way and becomes a strict tensor C∗–category when the
tensor product is defined using lexicographical ordering. However, this cannot
be made into a strict tensor C∗–category with a strict involutive conjugation.
In fact, labelling the objects by the integers in the obvious way, the equation
J2 × J3 = J3 × J2
cannot be satisfied. On the other hand, our axioms require σρ rather than ρσ
to be the conjugate of ρσ. If we use the ordinary tensor product of antilinear
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operators, denoted by ⊗, then we can satisfy
Jm ⊗ Jn = Jmn = Jn ⊗ Jm, m, n ∈ N
by defining
Jmei := em+1−i,
with respect to the natural orthonormal basis ei, i = 1, 2, . . .m.
For a third example, we consider a strict tensor C∗–category with conjugates
[10] embedded in a strict tensor category of Hilbert spaces. Let R ∈ (ι, ρρ) and
R ∈ (ι, ρρ) solve the conjugate equations for an object ρ of T, then they also
solve the corresponding equations in the category of Hilbert spaces and there is
an invertible antilinear operator T from H to H , the underlying Hilbert space
of ρ and ρ, such that
R(1) =
∑
i
Tei ⊗ ei, R(1) =
∑
i
ei ⊗ T
∗−1ei,
where ei is an orthonormal basis of H . We set T := T
∗−1. If we pick, for
each object ρ of T, a standard solution of the conjugate equations and denote
the antilinear operator by Tρ, then[12] there is an antilinear functor S 7→ S
commuting with the adjoint defined by
S := TσST
−1
ρ , S ∈ (ρ, σ),
fρ := T
∗
ρ Tρ
is independent of the choice of Tρ, ρ 7→ fρ is a natural transformation of the
embedding functor to itself and
fρσ = fρ ⊗ fσ.
One can similarly define an antilinear functor S 7→ S˜ associated to the antilinear
operators T ρ := Tρ
∗−1 by
S˜ := TσST ρ
−1
, S ∈ (ρ, σ).
Theorem 4.1
a) Setting
(ρ, σ)a := (ρ, σ) ◦ Tρ
and
Tρ × Tσ := Tσ ⊗ Tρ ◦ θ(H,K),
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where H and K denote the underlying Hilbert spaces of ρ and σ, respec-
tively, gives an embedded semilinear tensor category. Set dρ := Tρ◦Tρ and
cρ,σ := Tρσ◦(Tρ×Tσ)
−1. Then d and c are unitary natural transformations
satisfying the identities needed to yield a semilinear tensor C∗–category
with conjugation Ta.
b) Setting
(ρ, σ)a := (ρ, σ) ◦ T ρ
gives, in a similar way, another semilinear tensor category with conjugation
Ta with the corresponding properties.
In general, Tρ /∈ (ρ, ρ)a. The category T
a (resp. Ta) may be identified with
the embedded semilinear tensor category after the adjoint of antilinear arrows
has been redefined so as to make the Tρ (resp. T ρ) antiunitary. It is independent
of the embedding of T into a tensor C∗–category of Hilbert spaces.
Proof. The observation on the embedded semilinear category is already made
in [12]. We get a semilinear tensor category since Tρ × Tσ would be a possible
choice of Tρσ. Since S 7→ S is defined in terms of ρ 7→ Tρ, d and c are obviously
natural transformations satisfying the required identities. dρ is unitary since
T−1ρ would be a possible choice of Tρ. Similarly, cρ,σ is unitary since Tρ × Tσ is
a possible choice of Tρσ. The semilinear tensor C
∗–category determined by this
data is obviously Ta, where the adjoint of antilinear arrows has been changed to
make the Tρ antiunitary. Since different choices of the Tρ differ by a unitary, the
resulting category is independent of the embedding. The statements relative to
the category Ta can be proved similarly.
If the semilinear tensor C∗–category with conjugation constructed above can
be embedded in the semilinear tensor category of Hilbert spaces, then the Tρ
are antiunitary for this embedding and the intrinsic dimensions coincide with
the dimensions of the underlying Hilbert spaces.
We can learn more from the above construction of a conjugation. The nat-
ural transformations c and d have here been defined in terms of the invertible
antilinear operators Tρ which in turn were defined using standard solutions Rρ
and Rρ of the conjugate equations. Expressing c and d in terms of the Rρ and
Rρ, we find
cρ,σ = 1ρσ × (R
∗
ρ ◦ 1ρ ×R
∗
σ × 1ρ) ◦Rρσ × 1σρ,
dρ = 1ρ ×R
∗
ρ ◦Rρ × 1ρ.
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These expressions no longer make reference to an ambient Hilbert space. Defin-
ing the conjugate linear ∗–functor by
S × 1ρ ◦Rρ = 1σ × S
∗ ◦Rσ, S ∈ (ρ, σ),
c and d become natural transformations. Furthermore, after a somewhat lengthy
calculation, the identities between c and d can be verified, leading to the follow-
ing result.
4.2 TheoremAny strict tensor C∗–category with conjugates admits a canonical
conjugation defined, as above, in terms of standard solutions of the conjugate
equations.
Proof. The only point still to be checked is that the conjugation does not
depend on the choice of standard solutions of the conjugate equations. However,
a second choice ρ 7→ R˜ρ is related to the first by R˜ρ = Uρ× 1ρ ◦Rρ, where Uρ ∈
(ρ, ρ˜) is unitary. We then have d˜ρ = Uρ ◦Uρ and c˜ρ,σ = Uρσ ◦ cρ,σ ◦ (Uσ ×Uρ)
∗.
As we have seen this leads to the same conjugation.
The reader’s attention is drawn to a result of Yamagami’s, Theorem 3.6 of
[17], where he achieves more, at the cost of passing to an equivalent tensor
C∗–category in the course of the proof. We also remark that
cρ,σ = 1ρσ × (R
∗
σ ◦ 1σ ×R
∗
ρ × 1σ) ◦ 1σρ ×Rρσ,
dρ = R
∗
ρ × 1ρ ◦ 1ρ ×Rρ.
We recall from the beginning of the previous section that, in the presence
of a conjugation j on a C∗–algebra A, the representation theory relative to
a category of Hilbert spaces with a strict involutive conjugation has a strict
involutive conjugation given by
p¯i(A) := Jπpi(j(A))Jπ¯ , A ∈ A,
T¯ = JσTJρ, T ∈ (ρ, σ),
where Jπ = JHpi and Hπ is the Hilbert space of pi. If A is a Hopf C
∗–algebra
with coproduct δ satisfying
δ ◦ j = j ⊗ j ◦ θ ◦ δ,
and we consider representations relative to a strict tensorW ∗–category of Hilbert
spaces with a conjugation, then Jπ×ρ = Jρ ⊗ Jπϑ(Hπ, Hρ) defines ρ × pi as a
conjugate for pi × ρ and we get a conjugation on the tensor W ∗–category of
representations of A. If the underlying category of Hilbert spaces has a strict
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involutive conjugation then the same is true for the category of representations
of A.
We now come to other cases where conjugates can be defined in terms of
antiunitary arrows but where we need to make a simple extension of our for-
malism. Instead of starting with a strict tensor C∗–category, we need to adjoin
antilinear 2-arrows to a 2−C∗–category. A formal definition of 2−C∗–category
can be found in [10] but the examples given below should be self–explanatory.
We consider a set of von Neumann algebras. These form the 0–arrows. The bi-
modules (correspondences) on this set form the 1–arrows, whilst the bimodule
homomorphisms form the 2–arrows. Compositions are defined in the obvious
manner. What we get is not a 2–C∗–category but what might be called a bi–
C∗-category, because the composition of 1–arrows is defined only up to equiv-
alence. Now there is no problem in adjoining antilinear 2–arrows in a natural
way because there is a natural notion of an antilinear bimodule homomorphism.
An antilinear bimodule homomorphism from an M–N–bimodule to an N–M–
bimodule is simply a bounded antilinear map A between the underlying Hilbert
spaces such that
A(M · ψ ·N) = N∗ · (Aψ) ·M∗, M ∈M, N ∈ N.
Adding these antilinear 2–arrows, we get a semilinear bi–C∗–category, where
every 1–arrow is the source of an antiunitary 2–arrow. In fact, conjugating
an M–N–bimodule with an antiunitary operator yields an N–M–bimodule, a
conjugate bimodule unique up to equivalence.
In the second example, we deal with morphisms of von Neumann algebras
and whilst it is not immediately evident that we can define antilinear intertwin-
ing operators between such morphisms, the close links between morphisms and
bimodules suggest that it must be possible. Furthermore, there is a definition of
conjugation for such morphisms going back to Longo. These considerations lead
us to consider a separable Hilbert space and a set of von Neumann algebras rep-
resented standardly on that Hilbert space. We denote by JM the corresponding
modular conjugation of the von Neumann algebra M and let jM denote AdJM.
Then if ρ : M → N and σ : N → M. Then we write A ∈ (ρ, σ)a if A is a
(bounded) antilinear operator on our Hilbert space such that
Aρ(M) = jM(M)A, M ∈M,
AjN(N) = σ(N)A, N ∈M.
As these conditions may look surprising, it is perhaps worth observing that if
τ : M→ N then the condition for a (bounded) linear operator T to be in (ρ, τ)
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is that
Tρ(M) = τ(M)T, M ∈M,
T jN(N) = jN(N)T, N ∈ N.
Composition of these 2–arrows can be defined in the obvious fashion. The tensor
product for linear 2–arrows is well known. For antilinear arrows, we proceed as
follows: if A is as above and A′ ∈ (ρ′, σ′)a, where ρ
′ : P→ M and σ′ : M → P,
then
A×A′ := A′JMA ∈ (ρρ
′, σ′σ)a.
It is easy to verify that we get a semilinear 2–C∗–category in this way. It is also
easy to recover Longo’s result on the existence of conjugates. Given ρ as above,
we want to show that ρ is the source of an antiunitary arrow A. The first of the
equations that A has to satisfy can be solved by taking A := JMU
∗, where U is
a unitary implementing ρ. We now set
ρ(N) := AjN(N)A
∗,
and can check that ρ : N → N.
We now adapt the above formalism to the case of C∗–algebras by replacing
the above von Neumann algebras by weakly dense unital C∗–algebras A, B,
C, . . . . We write JA for the modular conjugation of the weak closure of A.
The difference is that we now no longer have the analogue of Longo’s result on
the existence of conjugates. We therefore consider a 2–C∗–category T whose 0–
arrows are this set of C∗–algebras whose 1–arrows are morphisms between these
C∗–algebras and whose 2–arrows are intertwiners between these morphisms. We
suppose we may pick for each 1–arrow ρ : A→ B an antiunitary operator Jρ in
such a way that
a) J∗ρJA induces ρ,
b) JρJB induces a 1–arrow ρ : B→ A.
It follows that a 1–arrow ρ, being unitarily implemented, extends to a morphism
ρˆ between the weak closures and is a 1–arrows in the semilinear 2–C∗–category,
Ca say, of morphisms and intertwiners between the weak closures. It follows
easily from a) and b) that Jρ ∈ (ρˆ, ρˆ). We give conditions allowing us to con-
struct a conjugation on T as a semilinear 2–C∗–subcategory of Ca. The antiu-
nitaries Jρ are not unique and two choices Jρ and J˜ρ are said to be equivalent if
J∗ρ J˜ρ ∈ (ρ, ρ) and JρJ˜
∗
ρ ∈ (ρ, ρ). The equivalence class of Jρ is denoted by [Jρ].
We now require
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c) J∗ρ ∈ [Jρ],
d) JρJBJρ′ ∈ [Jρ′ρ],
e) If R ∈ (pi, ρ) in T, where pi and ρ are 1–arrows from A to B, then JρRJ
∗
λ ∈ A.
We now claim that we get a conjugation Ta on T by taking (ρ, σ)a to be the set
of antilinear operators on the underlying Hilbert space such that JσS ∈ (ρ, σ)
and SJ∗ρ ∈ (ρ, σ). Note that this definition is independent of the choice of
representatives in the equivalence classes and that (ρ, σ)a ⊂ (ρˆ, σˆ). It is easily
checked that the image of Ta in Ca is closed under ◦–composition and adjoints.
We note that by c), Jρ ∈ (ρ, ρ). It therefore remains to show that the image
of Ta is closed under tensor products. Let S ∈ (ρ, σ)a and S
′ ∈ (ρ′, σ′)a, then
working in Ca, we have
Jσ × Jσ′ ◦ S
′ × S = (Jσ′ ◦ S
′)× (Jσ ◦ S) ∈ (ρ
′ρ, σ′σ),
S′ × S ◦ (Jρ′ × Jρ)
∗ = (S ◦ J∗ρ )× (S
′ ◦ J∗ρ”) ∈ (ρρ
′, σσ′),
so in virtue of d), S′×S ∈ (ρ′ρ, σσ′). Thus Ta is a 2–C
∗–subcategory of Ca and
Ta is a conjugation on T.
We now return to the concept of regular object from §2 and show that the
conjugate of a left regular object is a right regular object.
4.3 Proposition We consider a strict tensor W ∗–category T equipped with a
faithful idempotent tensor ∗–functor ι onto a tensor W ∗–subcategory of Hilbert
spaces. We suppose that T admits a conjugation J such that for each pair W ,
W ′ of objects of T
Jι(W×W ′) ◦ J
−1
ι(W ′) × J
−1
ι(W ) = ι(JW×W ′ ◦ J
−1
W ′ × J
−1
W ).
Then if V is a left regular object of T, its conjugate V is a right regular object.
Proof. Let RV denote the functor of tensoring on the right by V and let ξ ∈
(L,Lι) denote the natural unitary transformation making V into a left regular
object. We show that there is a natural unitary transformation in (RV , RV ι).
We have, for every objectW of V , an antiunitary arrow JW defining a conjugate
W of W . There is a unitary ηV W ∈ (W × V , ι(W ) × V ) defined explicitly by
ηV W = JV × Jι(W )
−1 ◦ ξW ◦ JW × JV
−1.
η is a natural transformation. In fact, if T ∈ (W,W ′) then
ηVW ′ ◦ T × 1V = JV × J
−1
ι(W ′) ◦ ξW ′ ◦ 1V × T ◦ JW × J
−1
V
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= JV × J
−1
ι(W ′) ◦ 1V × ι(T ) ◦ ξW ◦ JW × J
−1
V = ι(T )× 1V ◦ η
V
W .
We have to show that ηV satisfies the coherence relation
ηV W×W ′ = (η
V
W )13(η
V
W ′)23.
Now JW × JW ′ ◦ J
−1
W×W ′ ∈ (W ×W
′,W
′
×W ). Thus by the naturality of ξ, we
have
ξW ′×W ◦ 1V × (JW × JW ′ ◦ J
−1
W×W ′) = 1V × ι(JW × JW ′ ◦ J
−1
W×W ′) ◦ ξW×W ′ .
Hence, we may express ηVW×W ′ using ξW ′×W rather than ξW×W ′ and, after
simplifying, this yields
ηVW×W ′ = JV × J
−1
ι(W ′) × J
−1
ι(W ) ◦ ξW ′×W ◦ JW × JW ′ × J
−1
V .
Finally, writing
ξW ′×W = (ξW )13 ◦ JW × Jι(W ′) × J
−1
V ◦ JV × J
−1
ι(W ′) × J
−1
W ◦ ξW ′ × 1W ,
we get the required result.
5 Conjugation for locally compact quantum groups
Conjugation for the representation theory of a locally compact group provides
motivation for the generalization which follows but is too well known to merit
discussion. Therefore we turn to consider a locally compact quantum group,
(A, δ, φ, ψ,R, τ), a concept which, after initial work of Masuda, Nakagami and
Woronowicz, has perhaps now received its final definition and denomination
(cf. [7], [9]). Here δ : A → M(A ⊗ A) is a coassociative coproduct such that
δ(A)A ⊗ C = δ(A)C ⊗ A = A ⊗ A, φ (ψ) is called left (right) Haar measure
and is a faithful, lower semicontinuous, densely defined, left (right) invariant
KMS weight in the C∗–algebraic sense. R is an involutive ∗–antiautomorphism
and τ is a pointwise norm continuous one–parameter automorphism group of A
commuting with R. R and τ together should implement the coinverse, in the
sense that the coinverse of A should be κ := Rτ−i/2, where τ−i/2 is the analytic
generator of τ . We focus attention, not on the antiautomorphism R but on the
conjugation j := R◦∗. This defines for us the conjugation on the representation
theory and makes it clear that the problems of defining a conjugation have been
avoided by a judicious choice of axioms. On the other hand it must be stressed
that Woronowicz [15] in effect overcame these difficulties in the case of compact
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matrix pseudogroups by proving that they are locally compact quantum groups
in a natural way.
We refer to [9] for the general definition, recalling here, instead, the prop-
erties we need. First, we explain left invariance. Let Mφ denote as usual the
dense ∗–algebra linearly spanned by the a ∈ A+ such that φ(a) < ∞ and Nφ
the associated left ideal. One has:
φ(ω ⊗ ι(δ(a)) = φ(a)ω(I), ω ∈ A∗+, a ∈Mφ
+.
The following property, referred to as strong left invariance, is shown to hold in
a locally compact quantum group ([9]): for all a, b ∈ Nφ, x := ι⊗ φ(δ(a
∗)I ⊗ b)
lies in the domain of κ and
κ(x) = ι⊗ φ(I ⊗ a∗δ(b)).
Mι⊗φ and Mι⊗φ will denote the domains of ι ⊗ φ and its natural extension to
the multiplier algebra M(A⊗A), cf. [8]. In particular we have
φ(a∗ω ⊗ ι(δ(b))) = φ(ωκ⊗ ι(δ(a∗))b), a, b ∈ Nφ,
with ω in the set of those elements ω ∈ A∗ for which ωκ ∈ A∗. The above
expression can also be written as
ω ⊗ φ(I ⊗ a∗δ(b)) = ωκ⊗ φ(δ(a∗)I ⊗ b).
Then the following relations also hold.
φ ◦ τt = ν
−tφ, for some ν ∈ R,
δ ◦ j = j ⊗ j ◦ θ ◦ δ
τt ⊗ τt ◦ δ = δ ◦ τt,
ν is referred to as the scaling constant.
Right invariance can be derived formally from left invariance choosing φr =
φR, using the antimultiplicativity of R and the relation δR = θR⊗Rδ.
We now turn to multiplicative unitaries starting with a construction of [1].
Let V be a multiplicative unitary on K2, and define an associative product on
(K,K)∗ by ω ∗ ω
′(T ) = ω ⊗ ω′(V −1I ⊗ TV ), T ∈ (K,K) making (K,K)∗ into
a Banach algebra.
5.1 Proposition ([1]) For any corepresentation W of V , ω ∈ (K,K)∗ 7→ ω ⊗
i(W ) ∈ (HW , HW ) is an algebra homomorphism. If V is a regular multiplicative
unitary, the closure A(W ) of its image is a C∗–algebra.
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We endow (K,K)∗ with the maximal C
∗–seminorm determined by all (uni-
tary) corepresentations of V and denote the completion of (K,K)∗ in this semi-
norm by Amax(V ). We denote by piW the
∗–representation of Amax(V ) obtained
extending the homomorphism defined in the above proposition.
For an operator X ∈ (KH,KH), we denote the norm closure of {ω⊗ i(X) :
ω ∈ (K,K)∗} by A(X) and the closure of {i ⊗ ω(X) : ω ∈ (H,H)∗} by Aˆ(X)
where i denotes the appropriate identity map. Note that ω ∈ (K,K)∗ has
zero seminorm if and only if ω annihilates every Aˆ(W ). Let us assume that
V is a regular multiplicative unitary, or, more generally, that Aˆ(V ) is a C∗–
algebra. Since W is a corepresentation of V , Aˆ(W ) is contained in Mˆ(V ), the
von Neumann algebra generated by Aˆ(V ). Therefore ω will annihilate Aˆ(W ) if
it annihilates Mˆ(V ). Hence Amax(V ) can also be defined as the completion of
Mˆ(V )∗, the predual of Mˆ(V ), in the C
∗–norm ‖ω‖ = supW∈C(V ) ‖ω ⊗ i(W )‖.
5.2 Theorem ([1]) If V is a regular multiplicative unitary, the map W → piW
defines a faithful ∗–functor from the C∗–category C(V ) of unitary corepresenta-
tions of V onto the C∗–category of nondegenerate ∗–representations of Amax(V ).
It is also shown in [1] that Amax(V ) is equipped with a natural coassociative
coproduct δ. One can easily check, in analogy with the group case, that the
map ρ, σ ∈Rep(Amax(V )) → ρ ⊗ σ ◦ δ ∈Rep(Amax(V )) makes Rep(Amax(V ))
into a tensor C∗–category in such a way that pi is a tensor functor.
Recalling our aim of defining a conjugate representationW of a given unitary
representation W of V , Theorem 5.2 tells us that it suffices to determine the
associated ∗–representation piW of Amax(V ) and we know from the discussion
in Section 4 that we should look for a suitable conjugation on Rep(Amax(V )) or
some related C∗–algebra.
If Amax(V ) is equipped with a (densely defined, unbounded) coinverse κ,
this would be the natural starting point and in view of the duality between
Mˆ(V ) and Mˆ(V )∗, the coinverse κ
′ and the ∗–involution of Amax(V ) are indeed
related by:
∗ ◦ κ′(ω) = ω, ω ∈ Mˆ(V )∗.
There are difficulties involved as we shall, in general, be dealing with an anti-
linear involution that does not commute with the adjoint and is only densely
defined.
However, it suggests giving a definition in terms of an, in general, unbounded
antilinear operator. We say that a unitary W on a Hilbert space of the form
KHW is a conjugate ofW if there is a densely defined closed antilinear invertible
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operator T : HW → HW such that
ω ⊗ i(W )T < Tω ⊗ i(W ), ω ∈ (K,K)∗.
5.3 Lemma A conjugate W of a corepresentation W is itself necessarily a
corepresentation.
Proof. Let T : HW → HW be densely defined closed antilinear and invertible,
W a corepresentation of V and W a unitary on KHW such that
ω ⊗ i(W )T < Tω ⊗ i(W ), ω ∈ (K,K)∗.
Pick φ ∈ DT and ω1, ω2 ∈ (K,K)∗ then
ω1 ⊗ ω2 ⊗ i(V12W 13W 23)Tφ = Tω1 ⊗ ω2 ⊗ i(W13W23V12
∗)φ =
Tω1 ⊗ ω2 ⊗ i(V12
∗W23)φ = ω1 ⊗ ω2 ⊗ i(W 23V12)Tφ.
Since T is invertible
ω1 ⊗ ω2 ⊗ i(V12W 13W 23) = ω1 ⊗ ω2 ⊗ i(W 23V12)
and since ω1, ω2 ∈ (K,K)∗ are arbitrary,
V12W 13W 23 =W 23V12.
Thus W is a corepresentation of V .
It suffices to verify the intertwining relation for ω in a total set of (K,K)∗,
e.g. the set {ωξ,η}. Hence, W is a conjugate of W if and only if for η
′ ∈ DT ,
ξ′ ∈ DT∗ , ξ, η ∈ K,
(ξ ⊗ ξ′,Wη ⊗ Tη′) = (Wξ ⊗ η′, η ⊗ T ∗ξ′). (5.1)
In practice, this will be checked for η′ and ξ′ in a core of T and T ∗, respectively.
In analogy with the classical situation this equation can be interpreted from the
standpoint of the Banach algebra Aˆ(V ) associated with the multiplicative uni-
tary as in [1]: it asserts that the adjoint of the “matrix coefficient” i⊗ωξ′,η′(W )
is given by i ⊗ ωT∗−1ξ′,Tη′(W ). In particular, if the regular representation is
selfconjugate, Aˆ(V ) is ∗–invariant, hence a C∗–algebra. We shall see later that
the left regular representation of a locally compact quantum group is selfcon-
jugate in this sense. Other examples arise from compact quantum groups [15],
Hopf–von Neumann algebras [4] and Kac systems [1] as pointed out in [11]. It
raises the question of whether the existence of conjugate representations might
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prove a more effective postulate than regularity in developing the theory of
multiplicative unitaries.
On the other hand, the above definition of conjugate, with its reliance on
unbounded operators with unspecified domains, is difficult to work with. It is
clear that if W is a conjugate of W then W is a conjugate of W since we may
use T−1 in place of T . But it is not even clear whether a conjugate is unique
up to unitary equivalence. Nevertheless, as we shall see in the sequel, we can,
in special cases, relate this notion of conjugate to the other notions used in this
paper.
We begin by considering the category of finite dimensional representations
of a compact quantum group and add antilinear operators to get a semilinear
category. T ∈ (W, W˜ )a if T is an antilinear operator with
ω ⊗ i(W˜ )T = Tω ⊗ i(W ), ω ∈ (K,K)∗.
Defining tensor products by
T × T ′ := θ(H˜, H˜ ′) ◦ T ⊗ T ′,
where T ∈ (W, W˜ )a and T
′ ∈ (W ′, W˜ ′)a, H and H
′ are the underlying Hilbert
spaces of W and W ′ and H˜ and H˜ ′ are the underlying Hilbert spaces of W˜ and
W˜ ′. Adding these antilinear intertwiners, we get a semilinear tensor category
of bounded intertwiners that is not in general self-adjoint. We have already
met this phenomenon in Theorem 4.1 and can make this more precise using
the antilinear operators T and T := T ∗−1 associated with solutions R, R of
the conjugate equations for W and W as discussed in conjunction with that
theorem. We then have
W13 ◦ 1K ×R =W
−1
12 ◦ 1K ×R,
W 13 ◦ 1K ×R =W
−1
12 ◦ 1K ×R,
where K denotes the Hilbert space of the regular corepresentation. Writing
these equations in terms of T instead, we get
(ξ ⊗ ξ′′,Wη ⊗ T ∗ξ′) = (Wξ ⊗ ξ′, η ⊗ Tξ′′), (5.2)
(ξ ⊗ ξ′,Wη ⊗ T ∗−1ξ′′) = (Wξ ⊗ ξ′′, η ⊗ T−1ξ′). (5.3)
These equations imply that T ∗ ∈ (W,W )a and T
∗−1 ∈ (W,W )a. Thus W is a
conjugate ofW in the sense of Lemma 5.3, too. However T is not an intertwiner,
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here reflecting the fact that the antilinear involution ∗ ◦κ′ on Amax(V ) does not
commute with the adjoint.
Up till now, we have not explicitly exhibited interesting examples of infinite
dimensional conjugate corepresentations. It is not surprising that this can be
done for multiplicative unitaries derived from the regular representations of
locally compact quantum groups.
In fact, the map
a⊗ b→ δ(b)a⊗ I for a, b ∈ Nφ
defines a bounded linear operator U on L2(A, φ)⊗L2(A, φ). The left invariance
of φ implies that U is isometric:
(Ua⊗ b, Uc⊗ d) = φ⊗ φ(a∗ ⊗ Iδ(b∗d)c⊗ I) =
φ(a∗ι⊗ φ(δ(b∗d))c) = φ(a∗φ(b∗d)c) =
(a⊗ b, c⊗ d).
and therefore U is unitary, since its range is dense (recall that in a locally
compact quantum group δ(A)A⊗ I and δ(A)I ⊗A are assumed to be dense in
A⊗A). We next compute the Hilbert space adjoint V := U∗ (which will be the
standard multiplicative unitary associated to φ). For a, b, c, d ∈ Nφ,
(V a⊗ b, c⊗ d) = (a⊗ b, Uc⊗ d) = (a⊗ b, δ(d)c⊗ I) =
φ(a∗ι⊗ φ(I ⊗ b∗δ(d))c) = φ(a∗κ(ι⊗ φ(δ(b∗)I ⊗ d))c)
by strong left invariance of φ. Note that both in the proof of being an isometry
and in the computation of the adjoint of U only the left invariance of the second
factor of L2(A, φ) ⊗ L2(A, φ) has been used.
Using a right invariant measure φr (e.g. φr = φ◦R) the map a⊗b 7→ δ(a)I⊗b
defines another multiplicative unitary operator on L2(A, φr) ⊗ L
2(A, φr). But
we want the right regular corepresentation, Vr, instead, a unitary operating on
L2(A, φ) ⊗ L2(A, φr) and this is derived from the map a ⊗ b 7→ ϑ ◦ δ(b)a ⊗ 1,
where ϑ permutes the factors in the tensor product.
When we have a locally compact quantum group, we can form a two–
parameter (pointwise norm continuous) group ωs,t = ν
s
2 τsσt generated by the
modular group σ of the left Haar measure φ, and the scaling group τ (which
commutes with σ). It is well known that the set I(ω) of norm entire elements
for ω is a dense ∗–subalgebra of A, stable under all the maps ωz, z ∈ C
2. Thus
I(ω) is a natural common core for the analytic generators of both σ and τ [2].
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However, we regard I(ω) as a subspace of L2(A, φ) so that ω becomes a unitary
group on L2(A, φ). We then look for a canonical subspace of I(ω) dense in
L2(A, φ) which is at the same time a common core for the generators of the
unitary group.
5.4 Lemma Let φ be a lower semicontinuous densely defined KMS weight on
a C∗–algebra A and let ω : Rn → Aut(A) be a pointwise norm continuous
φ–invariant automorphism group of A containing the modular group of φ as
a coordinate subgroup. Then Bφ,ω := ∩z∈Cωz
(
(Nφ ∩ Nφ
∗) ∩ I(ω)
)
, is dense in
L2(A, φ) and ω acts on L2(A, φ) as a strongly continuous unitary group, denoted
Ω. Bφ,ω is a common core for the positive selfadjoint operators ∆1, . . . ,∆n on
L2(A, φ) generating, by Stone’s Theorem, Ω by
Ω(t1,...,tn) = ∆1
it1 . . .∆n
itn .
Proof. As ω is a φ–invariant automorphism group, it acts as a unitary group
Ω on L2(A, φ). B := Bφ,ω is the greatest subset of I(ω) ∩ Nφ ∩ Nφ
∗ invariant
under the ωz, z ∈ C. B is a
∗–algebra invariant under the σz , z ∈ C, such that
B2 is dense in B in the 2–norm. We show that B is dense in L2(A, φ). For any
element x in Nφ ∩Nφ
∗ (which is dense in L2(A, φ)),
x(α) := (α/pi)n/2
∫
Rn
e−α|t|
2
ωt(x)dt,
is still an element in Nφ ∩ Nφ
∗ which approximates x as α → +∞ provided
we show that Ω is strongly (or weakly) continuous. One can show that, if
x ∈ Nφ ∩Nφ
∗ then σz(x(α)) ∈ Nφ ∩Nφ
∗, z ∈ C, so that actually x(α) ∈ B. We
now show that Ω is weakly continuous. We first consider the case of the modular
group σ. Since φ is a KMS weight, the function t→ φ(x∗σt(x)) is continuous for
x ∈ Nφ. In the general case, it is enough to show that the functions φ(ωt(x
∗)y)
are continuous when x, y range over a subset of Nφ dense in the 2–norm. Now
ω is pointwise norm continuous, therefore φ(x∗ωt(a)y) is continuous for a ∈ A,
x, y ∈ Nφ. If in particular a, x, y ∈ B,
φ(x∗ωt(a)y) = φ(σi/2(ωt(a)y)σi/2(x)
∗) = φ(ωt(σi/2(a))σi/2(y)σ−i/2(x
∗)),
by the KMS property. We can then consider the positive selfadjoint operators
∆1, . . . ,∆n that generate the n–parameter group Ω, by Stone’s Theorem, by
Ω(t1,...,tn) = ∆1
it1 . . .∆n
itn . Arguments similar to those previously used show
that if x, y ∈ B2, then z → φ(x∗ωz(y)) is an entire function coinciding with
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φ(ω−z(x
∗)y) by the uniqueness principle of analytic functions. B is a common
core for the ∆j ’s. It follows in particular that Ωz1,...,zn , regarded as an operator
∆1
iz1 . . .∆n
izn with domain B is a densely defined preclosed operator.
We shall consider the two subspaces Bφ,ω ⊂ L
2(A, φ) and Bφr,ω ⊂ L
2(A, φr)
as natural common cores for certain unbounded bijections naturally arising from
the locally compact quantum group. For example, let us write S and Sr for
the closed operators Sφ and Sφr defined by the adjoint, denoting their polar
decompositions by S = JΓ1/2 and Sr = JrΓ
1/2
r . Sr and S determine each other
in the sense that there is an antiunitary operator, Y : L2(A, φr) → L
2(A, φ)
such that Y a = R(a)∗, a ∈ A, intertwining them: SY = Y Sr. Hence by the
uniqueness of polar decompositions, we have JY = Y Jr, Γ
1/2Y = Y Γ
1/2
r as
well. The next result describes other unbounded bijections arising from the
coinverse. We denote by ∆ and ∆r the generators of the scaling group t 7→ ν
t
2 τt
when regarded as a strongly continuous unitary group on L2(A, φ) and L2(A, φr)
respectively. Clearly ∆Y = Y∆r.
5.5 Theorem Let σ denote the modular group of φ, τ the scaling automorphism
group of the locally compact quantum group A, and let ω be the 2–parameter
group ωs,t = ν
s
2 τsσt. The following operators
Bφr ,ω ⊂ L
2(A, φr)→ Bφ,ω ⊂ L
2(A, φ)
taking a to κ(a), κ(a)∗ and κ(a∗) are densely defined and preclosed. Denoting
the closures of the first operator by K, the closures of the second and third are
SK and KSr, respectively. We have the following polar decompositions:
ν+
i
4SK = Y∆1/2r ,
ν−
i
4KSr = Y∆
−1/2
r ,
ν−
i
4K = JY Γ1/2r ∆
1/2
r .
Furthermore,
(KSr)
∗ = νi/2(SK)−1,
(SK)∗ = ν−i/2(KSr)
−1.
Proof. It follows from the previous discussion that ∆
−1/2
r , ∆
1/2
r and Γ
1/2
r are
bijective, densely defined, positive and essentially selfadjoint on the indicated
domains. In fact they are connected with 1–parameter subgroups of ωs,t. Since
Y is antiunitary, it is clear that SK and KSr are bijections between the indi-
cated domains. The polar decomposition of SK and KSr on Bφ,ω, now follows
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from the data of the locally compact quantum group. Furthermore SK and
KSr form part of an essentially selfadjoint pair in the sense explained in the
appendix. As S and Sr also form part of an essentially self–adjoint pair, it
follows from Lemma A.2 that the operators in question can be denoted by K,
SK and KSr. On the indicated domain one has:
K = S(SK) = ν
i
4JΓ1/2Y∆1/2r = ν
i
4 JY Γ1/2r ∆
1/2
r .
Since Bφ,ω is
∗–invariant and σz–invariant, z ∈ C, one deduces, looking at the
polar decomposition of S, that J acts bijectively on Bφ,ω too, and therefore K
is a bijection from Bφ,ω to Bφr ,ω as well. It remains to show that (KSr)
∗ =
νi/2(SK)−1 and (SK)∗ = ν−i/2(KSr)
−1. We prove the latter relation, as the
former follows by taking inverses and adjoints. The polar decompositions show
that I(ω)∩Nφ is a core for both (KSr)
∗ and νi/2(SK)−1. But the two operators
coincide on the core, completing the proof.
5.6 Corollary K is a closed intertwiner from Vr to V ,
V I ⊗K = I ⊗KVr.
In particular, if U := ν
i
4JY : L2(A, φr) → L
2(A, φ) denotes the polar part of
K,
I ⊗ UVr = V I ⊗ U.
Thus Vr is a corepresentation of V . Moreover
V (SK ⊗ S) = (SK ⊗ S)W,
where W is the unitary on L2(A, φr)⊗L
2(A, φ) defined by Wa⊗ b = δ(b)a⊗ I.
In particular, taking the polar decomposition of (SK ⊗ S)∗,
V∆1/2 ⊗ Γ−1/2 = ∆1/2 ⊗ Γ−1/2V,
V Y ⊗ J = Y ⊗ JW.
Proof. We identify K∗ on a suitable ∗–invariant core B of jointly analytic
vectors for σ and τ contained in Nφ (see Lemma 5.4). The polar decomposition
of K described in the previous Theorem shows that a subset B ⊂ A ⊂ L2(A, φ)
satisfies these properties if R(B)∗ = Y ∗B is a core for K in L2(A, φr) satisfying
similar properties. Consider the right invariant weight φr = φ◦R, with modular
group x 7→ σrt (x) = Rσ−t(R(x)). For a ∈ B, b ∈ R(B)
∗,
(a,K(b)) = φ(a∗κ(b)) = νi/2φr(bκ(a)
∗) =
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νi/2φr(σ
r
−i(κ(a))
∗b)
thus, for a ∈ B, K∗(a) = ν−i/2σr−i(κ(a)). We need to show the following
relations
V I ⊗K < I ⊗KVr, (5.4)
VrI ⊗K
∗ < I ⊗K∗V. (5.5)
We start from (5.4). We claim that it suffices to prove that, for b ∈ R(B)∗,
d ∈ B, a, c ∈ Nφ,
(V a⊗ κ(b), c⊗ d) = (Vra⊗ b, c⊗K
∗d). (5.6)
Indeed, the algebraic tensor product Nφ ⊙ B is a core for I ⊗K
∗, so equation
(5.6) shows that VrNφ ⊙ R(B)
∗ lies in the domain of (I ⊗K∗)∗ = I ⊗ K and
for x ∈ Nφ ⊙R(B)
∗, I ⊗KVrx = V I ⊗Kx. On the other hand Nφ ⊙R(B)
∗ is
a core for I ⊗K, so the claim follows. We compute the left hand side of (5.6).
φ⊗ φ(a∗ ⊗ κ(b)∗δ(d)c ⊗ I) = φ(a∗ι⊗ φ(I ⊗ κ(b)∗δ(d))c) =
φ(a∗κ(ι⊗ φ(δ(κ(b)∗)I ⊗ d))c) = φ(a∗ι⊗ φ ◦ κ−1(I ⊗ κ(d)ϑ ◦ δ(b∗))c) =
ν−i/2φ(a∗ι⊗φr(I⊗κ(d)ϑ◦δ(b
∗))c) = ν−i/2φ(a∗ι⊗φr(ϑ◦δ(b
∗)I⊗σr−i(κ(d)))c) =
ν−i/2φ⊗ φr(a
∗ ⊗ Iϑ ◦ δ(b∗)c⊗ σr−i(κ(d)) = (Vra⊗ b, c⊗K
∗d).
Arguing in a similar way, we see that (5.5) will be a consequence of
(V a⊗ b, c⊗ κ(d)) = (Vra⊗K
∗(b), c⊗ d), (5.7)
for a, c ∈ Nφ, b ∈ B, d ∈ R(B)
∗. The r.h.s. equals
νi/2φ⊗ φr(a
∗ ⊗ Iϑ ◦ δ ◦ σri ◦ κ
−1(b∗))c⊗ d)
while the l.h.s. equals
φ⊗ φ(a∗ ⊗ b∗δ(κ(d))c ⊗ I),
therefore it suffices to show that
ι⊗ φ(I ⊗ b∗δ(κ(d))) = νi/2ι⊗ φr(ϑ ◦ δ ◦ σ
r
i ◦ κ
−1(b∗)I ⊗ d).
Using successively
σri ◦ κ
−1 = κ−1 ◦ σ−i,
ϑ ◦ δ ◦ κ−1 = κ−1 ⊗ κ−1 ◦ δ
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and
νi/2φrκ
−1 = φ
we see that the r.h.s. of the previous relation equals
κ−1ι⊗ φ(I ⊗ κ(d)δ(σ−i(b
∗)))
which in turn equals
ι⊗ φ(δ(κ(d))I ⊗ σ−i(b
∗))
and the proof of (5.7) is completed by the KMS property of φ.
We briefly sketch the second part of the proof. We need to show the two
relations
V SK ⊗ S < SK ⊗ SW,
W (SK)∗ ⊗ S∗ < (SK)∗ ⊗ S∗V
which will follow respectively from
(a⊗ b, V SK ⊗ Sc⊗ d) = (Wc⊗ d, (SK)∗ ⊗ S∗a⊗ b),
for a, b, d ∈ B, c ∈ R(B)∗,
(a⊗ b,W (SK)∗ ⊗ S∗c⊗ d) = (V c⊗ d, SK ⊗ Sa⊗ b)
for b, c, d ∈ B, a ∈ R(B)∗. These equations can be obtained, in turn, by
computations similar to those of the first part of the proof.
From the general structure of the quantum groups under consideration, it
follows that the dual Hopf algebra is equipped with the same structure as A
[7]. We have already noted that the coinverse κ′ of Amax(V ) serves to define
the adjoint on A and consequently that κ′ is uniquely determined by κ via
κ′(ω)(a) = ω(κ(a)), ω ∈ Mˆ(V )∗, a ∈ A, where A is being considered as a dense
subspace of Mˆ(V ). Taking the square of κ′, which coincides with the square
of the analytic generator of τ ′, it follows that the coinverse data R′ and τ ′ of
Amax(V ) are determined by those of A and similar formulas hold. In particular,
κ′(ω)∗ = ω. We may thus write
ω = κ′(ω)∗ = τ ′i/2(R
′(ω)∗), ω ∈ Mˆ(V )∗.
In fact, τ ′i/2 is spatially implemented in the regular representation.
5.7 Proposition Let τ ′ be the scaling group of Amax(V ) as defined above.
Then for ω ∈ Dτ ′i/2 , ξ
′ ∈ DΓ−1/2 and η
′ ∈ DΓ1/2
(ξ′, piV (τ
′
i/2(ω))η
′) = (Γ−1/2ξ′, piV (ω)Γ
1/2η′).
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Proof. It follows from Corollary 5.6 that
∆it ⊗ Γ−itV = V∆it ⊗ Γ−it,
Hence
τt ⊗ i(V ) = I ⊗ Γ
itV I ⊗ Γ−it,
Recalling that piV (ω) = ω ⊗ i(V ) and that τ
′
t is the transpose of τt, we deduce
that
piV (τ
′
t(ω)) = Γ
itpiV (ω)Γ
−it, ω ∈ Mˆ(V )∗.
Now with ω, ξ′ and η′ as in the statement of the proposition, we have functions
z 7→ (ξ′, piV (τ
′
z(ω)η
′) and z 7→ (Γ−izξ′, piV (ω)Γ
−izη′), analytic in the strip 0 <
ℑz < 12 . Their boundary values agree on the real line and taking the boundary
values at z = i2 , we get the required result.
Now j′ := R′ ◦ ∗ is a conjugation defined on Amax(V ) and satisfies δ ◦ j
′ =
j′⊗ j′ ◦ θ ◦ δ. Thus we know from Section 4 that j′ defines a conjugation on the
tensor category of representations of Amax.
5.8 Corollary A conjugate for V in the conjugation defined by j′ is a conjugate
for V in the sense of Equation (5.1). The converse holds if T in (5.1) has the
form T = JΓ1/2 with J antiunitary.
Proof. Let J be an antiunitary operator then ω 7→ JpiV (j
′ω)J−1, ω ∈ Mˆ(V )∗,
defines a representation of Amax(V ) and a conjugate V of V in the conjugation
defined by j′ with
ω ⊗ i(V ) = JpiV (j
′ω)J−1.
Now let T := JΓ1/2 and pick η′ ∈ DT and ξ
′ ∈ DT∗ , i.e. η
′, Jξ′ ∈ DΓ1/2 , then
(ξ ⊗ ξ′, V η ⊗ Tη′) = (ξ′, ωξ,η ⊗ ι(V )Tη
′) =
(ξ′, JpiV (j
′ωξ,η)J
−1Tη′) = (ξ′, JpiV (j
′ωξ,η)Γ
1/2η′) =
(piV (j
′ωξ,η)Γ
1/2η′,Γ−1/2T ∗ξ′).
Now j′ωξ,η ∈ Dτi/2 , in fact τi/2j
′ωξ,η = ωξ,η = ωη,ξ. Hence, by Proposition 5.7,
(piV (j
′ωξ,η)Γ
1/2η′,Γ−1/2T ∗ξ′) = (piV (τ
′
i/2j
′ωξ,η)η
′, T ∗ξ′) =
(piV (ωη,ξ)η
′, T ∗ξ′).
We conclude that
(ξ ⊗ ξ′, V η ⊗ Tη′) = (V ξ ⊗ η′, η ⊗ T ∗ξ′),
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so that V is a conjugate for V in the sense of (5.1), as required. The converse
follows by reversing the argument.
Notice that, since ∆1/2Γ−1/2 is a self–intertwiner of V , the result remains
valid if we take T to be of the form T = J∆1/2 with J antiunitary. We could
replace V by a corepresentation W in the above argument if we knew that the
automorphism group τt were unitarily implemented in the representation piW .
We now show, in analogy with the classical case, that the right regular
corepresentation is a canonical choice of conjugate for the left regular one. We
therefore look for a unitary corepresentation V and an antiunitary operator J
such that
(ξ ⊗ ξ′, V η ⊗ J∆1/2η′) = (V ξ ⊗ η′, η ⊗∆1/2J∗ξ′),
for J∗ξ′, η′ ∈ D∆1/2 , ξ, η ∈ L
2(A, φ).
5.9 Theorem The pair V = Vr, T = Y
∗∆1/2 = ∆
1/2
r Y ∗ solves the conjugate
equation (5.1) for the regular corepresentation V and shows that Vr is a conjugate
for V in the conjugation defined by j′.
Proof. In view of the previous discussion, it suffices to verify the above equation
and we begin by computing the l.h.s. L making the change of variable ξˆ :=
Y∆
1/2
r ξ′ and using Theorem 5.5.
L = (ξ ⊗∆−1/2r Y
∗ξˆ, Vrη ⊗∆
1/2
r Y
∗η′) = (ξ ⊗ (KSr)
∗ξˆ, Vrη ⊗ (KSr)
−1η′) =
= ν−i/2(ξ ⊗ (SK)−1ξˆ, Vrη ⊗ (KSr)
−1η′).
We choose ξˆ, η′ belonging to a suitable common core of the indicated operators
contained in Nφ and write (SK)
−1ξˆ = κ(ξˆ)∗, (KSr)
−1η′ = κ(η′
∗
). Then,
recalling the definition of Vr, we have
L = ν−i/2(ξ ⊗ κ(ξˆ)∗, Vrη ⊗ κ(η
′∗)) = ν−i/2φ⊗ φr(ξ
∗ ⊗ κ(ξˆ)θδ(κ(η
′∗))η ⊗ I),
where the inner product refers to L2(A, φ)⊗ L2(A, φr). Thus
L = ν−i/2φ(ξ∗ι⊗φr(I⊗κ(ξˆ)κ⊗κ◦δ(η
′∗))η) = ν−i/2φ(ξ∗ι⊗φr(κ⊗κ(δ(η
′∗)I⊗ξˆ))η).
Since φr ◦ κ = ν
i/2φ and κ(ι⊗ φ(δ(η
′∗)I ⊗ ξˆ)) = ι⊗ φ(I ⊗ η
′∗δ(ξˆ)), we have
L = φ(ξ∗κ(ι⊗ φ(δ(η′
∗
)I ⊗ ξˆ))η) = φ(ξ∗ι⊗ φ(I ⊗ η
′∗δ(ξˆ))η) =
= (ξ ⊗ η′, V ∗η ⊗ ξˆ) = (V ξ ⊗ η′, η ⊗ ξˆ),
completing the proof.
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We have seen above that we have a conjugation j′ := R′ ◦ ∗ defined on
Amax(V ) and satisfying δ ◦ j
′ = j′ ⊗ j′ ◦ θ ◦ δ, and we may, as described earlier,
define a conjugation on its tensor category of representations. We state this as
a theorem.
5.10 Theorem Pick for each object H in the image of the trivializing end-
ofunctor ι on C(V ) an antiunitary operator JH : H → H . Let piW be the
representation of Amax(V ) on H corresponding to a W ∈ C(V ). Let W denote
the corepresentation of V defined by the representation A 7→ JHpiW (j
′(A))J−1H
of Amax(V ). Set
JW := Jι(W ),
whence
ι(W ) = ι(W ).
Given T ∈ (W,W ′), we set T := JWTJW
−1 ∈ (W,W ′). Then T ∈ (W,W ′) 7→
T ∈ (W,W
′
) is an antilinear functorial equivalence. We get a semilinear tensor
W ∗–category with conjugation with natural unitary equivalences
dW := JW ◦ JW ,
cW,W ′ := JW×W ′ ◦ (JW × JW ′)
∗,
where JW × JW ′ := θ(H,H
′
) ◦ JW ⊗ JW ′ .
Now that we have equipped the category of unitary corepresentations of a
multiplicative unitary with a conjugation, it follows from Proposition 4.3 that
the conjugate of a left regular object is a right regular object of the same cate-
gory.
On the other hand, we also see from Theorem 5.10 that the tensor W ∗–
category of finite–dimensional representations of a compact quantum group ad-
mits two canonical conjugations, which are in general quite distinct. The one
coming from Theorem 5.10 is embedded in a semilinear tensor W ∗–category
of Hilbert spaces and is related to the antilinear involution j′ which commutes
with the adjoint. The other cannot be embedded unless the intrinsic dimen-
sions are integral (Corollary 4.2) and is related to the antilinear involution ∗ ◦κ′
which does not commute with the adjoint in general. In the case of SUq(2),
it is clear that the conjugation on objects is the same in both cases since the
fusion rules imply that each irreducible is self–conjugate. We shall show that
this holds for all compact quantum groups. Now ∗ ◦κ′ = τ ′i/2 ◦ j
′ = j′ ◦ τ ′−i/2, so
the relation between the two conjugations should be describable in terms of τ ′.
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To this end, we consider the category of finite–dimensional unitary representa-
tions of the compact quantum group. As is well known, there is an associated
Hopf–von Neumann algebra. Its elements are most conveniently described as
bounded natural transformations of the embedding functor F into the under-
lying Hilbert spaces. Now we have identified a natural transformation ρ 7→ fρ
prior to Theorem 4.1. In general f is not an element of the Hopf–von Neumann
algebra (F, F ) since the natural transformation is not bounded in general. Nev-
ertheless, its bounded functions such as ρ 7→ f itρ will be elements of (F, F ) and
these induce the inner automorphisms τ ′t of (F, F ). It follows that f itself in-
duces τ ′−i. The relation between the two conjugations is now described in the
following proposition.
5.11 Proposition Adjoin to the tensor W ∗–category of finite dimensional
representations of a compact quantum group two sets of antilinear intertwiners:
X ∈ (ρ, σ)κ defined by
Xρ(∗◦κ′(A)) = σ(A)X, X ∈ D∗◦κ,
and Y ∈ (ρ, σ)j defined by
Y ρ(j′(A)) = σ(A)Y, A ∈ (F, F ).
Then we obtain two conjugations Tκ and Tj . The second has the induced
∗–
structure, whilst the first has the ∗–structure Ta described in Theorem 4.1 b).
There is an isomorphism of tensor categories which is the identity on linear
arrows and takes X ∈ (ρ, σ)κ into Xf
−1/2
ρ = f
1/2
σ X . This isomorphism does
not commute with the adjoint in general.
Proof. Tj is the conjugation defined by j
′ and has the induced ∗–structure.
To see that Tκ is the conjugation T
a described in Theorem 4.1 b), it suffices to
show that the invertible antilinear operators T ρ, introduced in connection with
Theorem 4.1 are in (ρ, ρ)κ. Now this has already been noted after (5.3). A
computation shows that X ∈ (ρ, σ)κ if and only if Xf
−1/2
ρ ∈ (ρ, σ)j , so we will
have the desired isomorphism once we show that Xf
−1/2
ρ = f
1/2
σ X . However
T ∗ρ Tρ = fρ and T
−1∗
ρ T
−1
ρ = fρ. Hence fρTρ = T
−1∗
ρ = Tρf
−1
ρ , so fρT ρ = T ρfρ
−1
as required. From this we deduce that if X ∈ (pi, ρ)κ, then T ρ ◦X ∈ (pi, ρ) so
T ρXf
−1
π = f
−1
ρ T ρX = T ρfρX,
leading to the desired result.
We see, therefore, that for compact quantum groups the conjugations Tκ and
Tj although corresponding to different notions of antilinear intertwiner lead to
the same notions of conjugate object.
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We conclude this section asking, in view of Theorem 2.3 and Proposition
4.3, whether there is a relationship between conjugation and standard braided
symmetries for T. Assume that T admits a conjugation J assigning to a left
regular object V a conjugate V equivalent to V itself. By Proposition 4.3 V is a
right regular object, so V is a right regular object of T as well. Explicitly, if U ∈
(V , V ) is a unitary and ηV ∈ (RV , RV ι) is the natural unitary transformation
derived from J as in the proof of Proposition 4.3, then
ηW := 1ι(W ) × U ◦ η
V
W ◦ 1W × U
∗ =
1ι(W ) × U ◦ JV × Jι(W )
−1 ◦ ξW ◦ JW × JV
−1 ◦ 1W × U
∗
makes V into a right regular object. To have a standard braided symmetry we
further need the commutation relation d’) of Lemma 2.4
ηV × 1ι(V ) ◦ 1V × ξV = 1V × ξV ◦ ηV × 1ι(V ),
which expresses a precise relationship between the antilinear conjugation arrows
JV , Jι(V ), the unitary intertwiner U ∈ (V , V ) and ξV . We next interpret this
relation from the viewpoint of the Banach Hopf algebra associated to V .
5.12 Proposition Let T be a tensor C∗–category with a left regular object
V and conjugation as described in Proposition 4.3. Assume furthermore that
there is a unitary U ∈ (V , V ) such that UJV Aˆ(V
∗)(UJV )
−1 and Aˆ(V ) commute.
Then T has a standard braided symmetry.
Proof Let as usual A(X) and Aˆ(X) stand for the Banach spaces derived from a
unitary operator X on a tensor product Hilbert space compressing its first and
the second component respectively. First note that, V and V being unitarily
equivalent, Aˆ(V ) = Aˆ(V ), so
A(ηV V ) = JV Aˆ(V
∗
)JV
−1 = JV Aˆ(V
∗)JV
−1,
therefore
A(ηV ) = UA(η
V
V )U
∗ = UJV Aˆ(V
∗)(UJV )
−1.
Recall now that d′) of Lemma 2.4 is equivalent to requiring that A(ηV ) and
Aˆ(V ) commute.
In the case where J is a conjugation taking V to a conjugate V solving the
conjugate equation, we have already noted that Aˆ(V ) = Aˆ(V ∗), therefore one
is reduced to requiring that
UJV Aˆ(V )(UJV )
−1 ⊂ Aˆ(V )′.
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We now show that for locally compact quantum groups there are canonical
choices of U and JV for which the above commutation relation holds. Indeed in
this case a solution of the conjugate equation for the regular corepresentation
is given by JV = Y
∗ and V = Vr (Theorem 5.9). Furthermore the polar
part U = JY of K is a unitary intertwiner in (V , V ) (Corollary 5.6), therefore
UJV = J is the polar part of the Tomita operator on L
2(A, φ), which takes, via
its adjoint action, Aˆ(V ) = A into its commutant. We can thus conclude that
the corepresentation category of V has a standard braided symmetry. Making
use of the previous observation, we compute explicitly the associated natural
unitary transformation η making V into a right regular object. First we have
that
ηVV = JV × Jι(V )
∗ξV JV × JV
∗ =
ϑH,KY
∗ ⊗ Y Vr
∗Y ⊗ Y ∗ϑK,H = ϑH,KW
∗ϑK,H
where H = L2(A, φr) and W is the operator defined in Corollary 5.6. The last
equality follows from the commutation relations between V , Vr andW obtained
in that corollary. We next have that η is determined by
ηV = 1ι(V ) × U ◦ η
V
V ◦ 1V × U
∗ =
I ⊗ UϑH,KW
∗ϑK,HI ⊗ U
∗
where U is the polar part of K. This equation may be understood as a cate-
gorical interpretation in terms of the conjugation structure in C(V ) of the usual
way of getting standard braided symmetries for quantum groups described in
Proposition 2.11. (Unitaries of the form of ηV had previously appeared in [1]
in the context of irreducible multiplicative unitaries). We have thus shown the
following result.
5.13 Proposition Let (A, δ, R, τ, φ) be a locally compact quantum group, and
let us endow C(V ) with a conjugation as described in Theorem 5.10 and let V
be the usual multiplicative unitary associated to it. Then there is an associated
standard braided symmetry ε on C(V ) whose evaluation in V is given by
εV = V U × IW
∗U∗ × Iϑ,
where W is the unitary on L2(A, φr)⊗ L
2(A, φ) defined in Corollary 5.6.
6 Appendix. Essentially self–adjoint pairs
The basic difficulty in defining conjugation in the context of quantum groups or
multiplicative unitaries is that one starts from an antilinear involution which is
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not, in general, a conjugation on a C∗–algebra in that it may not commute with
the adjoint and may only be densely defined and unbounded. In the theory of
Woronowicz [15], [16] this involution defines the contragredient representation
and he shows how to pass to the conjugate representation in the context of
compact quantum groups. This involves a variant of modular theory and, to
prepare for this, we begin with a simple result on densely defined semilinear
bijections, where semilinear is understood to mean linear or antilinear. If s is
a densely defined semilinear mapping between Hilbert spaces H and K and f
a densely defined semilinear mapping from K to H then we call the pair s, f
Hermitian, essentially self–adjoint or selfadjoint if the matrix(
0 f
s 0
)
defines a semilinear mapping on H ⊕K with the corresponding property.
A.1 Lemma Let s, f be an essentially selfadjoint pair of semilinear bijections
between dense subspaces of Hilbert spaces H and K. Let sˆ and fˆ denote the
semilinear involutions given by the matrices(
0 s−1
s 0
)
,
(
0 f
f−1 0
)
.
Then sˆ ⊂ fˆ∗. The eigenspaces of sˆ and fˆ corresponding to the eigenvalue ±1
consist of vectors of the form(
h
±sh
)
, and
(
h′
±f−1h′
)
,
for h ∈ Ds and h
′ ∈ Df−1 . Let the closure of these eigenspaces be denoted M
s
±
and Mf± then M
f
± =M
s⊥
∓ . Writing Sˆ for the closure of sˆ and denoting its polar
decomposition by
Sˆ = Jˆ∆ˆ1/2,
Sˆ and Jˆ are involutions, Jˆ∆1/2 = ∆−1/2Jˆ and Jˆ(M s±) = M
f
∓. Furthermore
Sˆ∗ = Fˆ , the closure of fˆ .
Proof sˆ and fˆ are obviously involutions with eigenspaces as stated and fˆ ⊂ sˆ∗.
The closures of these eigenspaces are obviously the eigenspaces of the closures
Sˆ and Fˆ . The eigenspaces of the involution Sˆ∗ are then M s⊥− and M
s⊥
+ . But
Sˆ∗ = Fˆ since the pair s, f is essentially selfadjoint so Mf± = M
s⊥
∓ . Finally,
Jˆ(M s±) =M
f
∓ since SˆJˆ = Jˆ Sˆ and this and the remaining assertions just follow
from the fact that Sˆ is a closed densely defined involution.
The formalism here is best known in the antilinear case, through modular
theory. In this case, it is usual to formulate the result on the eigensubspaces
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by saying that M s+ is a standard subspace and M
f
+ is its symplectic comple-
ment. The above formulation brings out the similarities between the linear and
antilinear case. We draw the obvious conclusions about the original operators
thus
Sˆ =
(
0 S−1
S 0
)
, ∆ˆ =
(
S∗S 0
0 S−1∗S−1
)
.
Finally, letting J∆1/2 be the polar decomposition of S,
Jˆ =
(
0 J−1
J 0
)
.
To generalize the above version of modular theory so as to treat compositions
of mappings, we let V be a subcategory of the category of vector spaces with
linear (or antilinear) maps, and pick, for each object V of V, an object V ′ of V
such that V and V ′ are vector spaces in duality, via a bilinear or sesquilinear
form. Let s ∈ (V1, V2) be an arrow endowed with a transposed arrow f = s
′ ∈
(V2
′, V1
′) with respect to the duality. For example, if s is linear, f is the linear
map defined by
(k2
′, sk1) = (fk2
′, k1), k1 ∈ V1, k2
′ ∈ V2
′.
While, if s is antilinear, f is the antilinear map defined by
(k2
′, sk1) = (fk2
′, k1), k1 ∈ V1, k2
′ ∈ V2
′.
This would seem to be a natural notion to study in the theory of dual spaces.
In the present context we need a more restrictive notion, replacing vector spaces
by (positive–definite) scalar product spaces and requiring the duality to make
the scalar product space V ′ a dense subspace of the completion of V . A pair of
the form (s, f) will in this case be called an Hermitian pair of V. A particular
instance of this situation would be to fix a set of Hilbert spaces, each Hilbert
space H having two distinguished dense subspaces Hs and Hf , say, and take
an arrow in the category to be a linear (or just semilinear) mapping from some
Hs1 into some H
s
2 whose adjoint is defined on H
f
2 and maps it into H
f
1 .
A.2 Lemma Let SPa be the category of scalar product spaces with semilinear
mappings. Then for each hermitian pair (s, f) of SPa, we let s and f denote the
closure of s and f , respectively. If s′s defines an essentially self–adjoint pair,
then s′s is the closure of s′s, and ff ′ the closure of f f ′.
Proof. Let h ∈ Ds, sh ∈ Ds′ and k in the domain of f
′, then
(k, s′sh) = (f ′k, sh) = (ff ′k, h),
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since f ′ ⊂ s′
∗
, f ⊂ s∗. Hence s′s ⊂ s′s ⊂ (ff ′)∗ = s′s since s′s and ff ′ is an
essentially self–adjoint pair, completing the proof.
An instructive example of the situation of Lemma A.1 is got by considering
a von Neumann algebra M with cyclic and separating vector Ω. Then M and
M′ are in (sesquilinear) duality via (M ′Ω,MΩ). We may now take C to be the
category of semilinear mappings between M and M′ with dual. For example if κ
is a linear mapping from M to M then κ has a dual if there is a linear mapping
κ′ from M′ to M′ such that
(κ′(M ′)Ω,MΩ) = (M ′Ω, κ(M)Ω), M ∈M ,M′ ∈M′,
and a linear mapping λ from M to M′ has a dual if there is a linear mapping λ′
from M to M′ such that
(λ′(M)Ω, NΩ) = (MΩ, λ(N)Ω), M, N ∈M.
The adjoint on M has, of course, as its dual the adjoint on M′. The modular
conjugation j from M to M′ is selfdual. The adjoint of the modular automor-
phism σt of M is the modular automorphism σ
′
t of M
′. In each case, we get an
essentially self–adjoint pair.
In the above example, our scalar product spaces are actually left Hilbert
algebras and in this case it is interesting to note what happens when the map-
pings are multiplicative and bijective (without necessarily commuting with the
adjoint). The basic information is presented in the form of a lemma without
proof.
A.3 Lemma Let s, f be an Hermitian pair of semilinear multiplicative bijec-
tions of left Hilbert algebras A and A′ then for the associated closed operators
S and F we have
Sa = s(a)S, S∗a = s∗(a)S∗, a ∈ A,
Fa′ = f(a′)F, F ∗a′ = f∗(a′)F ∗, a′ ∈ A′,
where s∗(a) = s−1(a∗)∗, f∗(a′) = f−1(a∗)∗.
Among the many variations of the above example, we can, in the above
choose a faithful semifinite normal weight φ on M with associated left ideal
Nφ and let Bφ denote the weakly dense
∗–subalgebra of M consisting of entire
elements B for the modular automorphism group σφ such that σφz (B) ∈ Nφ∩N
∗
φ
for all z ∈ C. Let B′φ′ be the corresponding subalgebra of M
′ defined using the
weight φ′ := φ ◦ j−1 and consider the duality between Bφ and B
′
φ′ .
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We are led to a simple example of the situation in Lemma A.2. Consider
the situation of Lemma 5.4. We let Cφ,ω be the set of semilinear mappings of
Bφ,ω whose adjoint is defined on Bφ,ω and maps it into itself. Elements of Cφ,ω
include the restrictions of the ωz, z ∈ C as well as the restriction of Sφ. Taking
the closures, we recover the ωz and Sφ.
We give a rather more complicated example involving two objects Bφ,ω and
Bφ,ω motivated by Theorem 5.5.
A.4 Lemma Let φ be a lower semicontinuous densely defined weight on a
C∗–algebra A equipped with a conjugation j. Let ω : Rn → Aut(A) be a
pointwise norm continuous φ–invariant automorphism group of A and suppose
that jωRnj = ωRn . Let φ := φ ◦ j then j(Bφ,ω) = Bφ,ω. Now let C denote the
category of semilinear mappings between the two objects Bφ,ω and Bφ,ω whose
adjoints restrict to a mapping in the other direction. Then C contains Cφ,ω and
Cφ,ω as categories in a natural way and the map B 7→ j(B), B ∈ Bφ,ω is an
antilinear bijection.
Proof. We have j(Nφ) = Nφ and since j normalizes ωRn , j(Bφ,ω) = Bφ,ω. The
remaining statements are now obvious.
Theorem 5.5 corresponds to taking for φ the left Haar weight on a locally
compact quantum group and a conjugation j = R◦∗.
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